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Joint Laboratory on Extreme-Scale Computing (JLESC) was initiated at the same time lossy compression for scientific data
me an important topic for the scientific communities. The teams involved in the JLESC played and are still playing an important
in developing the research, techniques, methods, and technologies making lossy compression for scientific data a key tool for
tists and engineers. In this paper, we present the evolution of lossy compression for scientific data from 2015, describing the
tion before the JLESC started, the evolution of this discipline in the past 8 years (until 2023) through the prism of the JLESC
borations on this topic and some of the remaining open research questions.

troduction

n this paper, we will describe the compression work mainly
loped under the collaborations of JLESC organizations, in-
ng Argonne National Laboratory, Barcelona Supercom-
g Center (BSC), National Center for Supercomputing Ap-
tions (NCSA), Rikagaku Kenkyusho Institute (RIKEN),
nal Institute for Research in Digital Science and Technol-

(INRIA), Juelich Supercomputing Center, and the Univer-
of Tennesse. The paper presents a collection of compres-
research in many different scientific domains and several
ases. While more details about the presented works can
und in the corresponding publications, we believe that the

view presented in this paper will introduce readers to the
th of lossy compression applicability to scientific data. It

ld be noted that the paper does not cover all scientific do-
s and possible use cases and, in fact, as the past height
show, the application of lossy compression for scientific

is rapidly expanding to more scientific domains and more
ases.

Before 2015

efore 2015, scientific data reduction was initially limited
ew specific use cases where generated data was exceeding—
times by several orders of magnitude—the communica-
storage, and analysis capabilities of that time. The first
ase was experiments producing critical data for scientific
veries. Examples of such experiments are the detectors

e Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [52] and the NASA Mars
rs [87]. In the case of the LHC, detectors are equipped with
time analysis systems to select the most interesting proton-
n (pp) collisions and reduce the data by up to 1/100000

For the NASA Mars rovers, the communication band-
h is constrained by the deep-space communications chan-
etween Mars and Earth [87]: for the Curiosity rover, the

data rate direct-to-Earth was 32 kb/s, and the data rate through
the Odyssey orbiter was 256 kb/s. To reduce image data, NASA
Mars rovers used different image compressors: ICER [110] and
JPEG [20]. The second main use case was a visualization of
scientific data [58, 96, 96]. The need for lossy compression
for scientific visualization was identified in the 1980s [2]. For
many other scientific experiments and simulations, data reduc-
tion was unnecessary: data resolution and generation rate of in-
strument detectors and numerical simulation were compatible
with contemporary communication and storage technologies.
The interest in a broader use of scientific data reduction and
compression increased circa 2000, with compression schemes
such as ISABELA [90], ISOBAR [130], FPC [24], and fpzip
[104].

1.2. From 2015 to 2023

The first successful compressor for scientific data was ZFP
from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The first ZFP
paper was published in December 2014 [103]. A few months
later and independently, the SZ project started at Argonne Na-
tional Laboratory, and the first version of SZ was published in
June 2016 [36]. The rapid success of these two compressors,
combined with a realization from the broader scientific commu-
nity of the necessity to reduce data effectively, inspired many
other teams to develop scientific data compression schemes.
One difficulty for the early adopters of lossy compressors was to
understand the performance of the different compressors from
the published papers. Many publications were using different
datasets and different metrics to showcase the better perfor-
mance of their compression schemes. This situation created
a problem concerning the scientific methodology: how to fairly
compare different compression schemes if comparisons do not
use community-established common datasets and metrics. The

int submitted to Elsevier December 2023
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Bench1 [162] repository was created to address this prob-
SDRBench provides 14 different scientific datasets from

rent scientific disciplines that compression scheme devel-
s can use to evaluate the performance of their design and
are it with other compressors. In parallel with this effort,
-checker [140, 158] software was created to provide users
evelopers of lossy compressors with a tool offering many

e than 30) different metrics to evaluate the impact of com-
ion schemes on scientific data.
rom 2015 to 2023, the need for scientific data reduction

compression increased rapidly, with many different appli-
ns and use-cases [26]. This expansion of the compression
e for scientific data is still increasing, with new use cases
tificial intelligence (AI) (e.g., federated learning commu-
ion compression, compression of scientific data for train-
compression of AI models weights and activations). Sev-
important evolutions of existing compressors or new com-
ion schemes have appeared, increasing sometimes dramat-

the performance of previous compressors. For exam-
MGARD was proposed for lossy compression of scien-
data while respecting quantities of interest accuracy [54].
RESH, which relies on high-order singular value decom-
ion for decorrelation, was designed to reach very high com-
ion ratios on datasets with three or more dimensions [18].
was refactored to become a modular and highly customiz-
lossy compression framework [101]. This redesign is in-
ental for the implementation of specialized compressors

as ROIBIN-SZ [150] and MDZ [163]. Bit Grooming [159],
t Rounding [34], and SPERR [95] were optimized for cli-

data lossy compression. From 2000, several groups fo-
d on lossy compression using AI models [117], perhaps
less success than initially expected, which motivates fur-

research in this area.
n parallel with a better understanding of compression schemes
heir applications to scientific data, users started to express
complex data quality preservation criteria. Beyond pre-

ng quantities of interest, researchers in cosmology stressed
eed to preserve the accuracy of analysis results. For ex-
e, they required compressors to generate compressed data
ng to a maximum deviation on the power spectrum analy-
f 1%. They had similar requirements concerning the halo
distribution analysis. For crystallography, the requirement

to keep intact (no lossy compression) regions of interest
unding bright peaks and compress the remaining data sig-

antly. For molecular dynamics, users demanded the pre-
preservation of the radial distribution function. In many
, these difficult requirements could not be directly trans-
through mathematical analysis into controls of the quanti-
n (approximation) stage of the lossy compressors. In some
, such formal analysis of the compression errors could be
to design lossy compressor error controls preserving im-
nt data characteristics. Examples are the preservation of
al points in vector fields [99] and the preservation of lin-
nd nonlinear data characteristics [54, 75, 154].

ttps://sdrbench.github.io

The widening interest in and adoption of lossy compression
schemes by the scientific community have also encouraged re-
searchers to investigate the design, implementation, and effects
of “ultra-fast lossy compressors” for compressing communica-
tions in parallel simulations and even data between the proces-
sors (CPUs, GPUs, accelerators) and the memory (internal or
external) [42, 41].

The following sections present examples of applications and
use cases of lossy compression for scientific data, specifically
developed by collaborators within the JLESC.

2. Compression for Climate Simulations

In this section, we describe the lossy compression research
related to climate simulations that was conducted by researchers
from Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and Barcelona Su-
percomputing Center (BSC).

2.1. Research Background

The execution scales of climate simulations such as the Com
munity Earth System Model (CESM) [85, 72] or EC-Earth [38]
keep growing because of ever-increasing research problems to
study. More and more model output data is being produced,
and how to efficiently store and transfer it has become a critical
issue for researchers. For example, when running large climate
ensembles of high-fidelity 1 km × 1 km simulations where each
instance simulates 15 years, 260 TB of data could be gener-
ated for estimating only one ensemble member per simulated
day [37]. For the climate simulations with the Coupled Model
Comparison Project Phase 6 [112], each model may produce
nearly 10 PB of data. More examples of large volumes of data
that are handled by climate research computing centers can be
found in [15, 17, 71, 89, 159].

2.2. Research Problem Formulation

In this subsection we introduce a pair of Earth system mod-
els (ESMs) commonly used in the climate modeling commu-
nity, the research objective in using lossy compression for these
models, and evaluation methods in the context of climate data.

The climate research community has two well-known mod-
els. One of them is EC-Earth, developed by a European con-
sortium of national meteorological services and research insti-
tutes. Its latest version currently being developed, EC-Earth4,
couples various components, including OpenIFS 43R3 as the
atmospheric component, NEMO 4.0.1 as the ocean component,
and other components coupled using OASIS3-MCT, to under-
stand and predict climate variability and climate change.

The other well-known ESM is the Community Earth Sys-
tem Model (CESM) [85], which is a fully coupled global cli-
mate model developed in collaboration with many partners in
the research community. CESM provides effective simulations
of the past, present, and future climate states of the Earth using
hundreds of different analysis fields, including potential tem-
perature, salinity, in situ density, sea surface height, solar short-
wave heat flux, abiotic surface pH, and vertical submeso veloc-
ity.

2
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he research objective is to explore or develop an efficient
-controlled lossy compressor, which is expected to get high
ression ratios on climate datasets while respecting the fi-

y very well in climate research. There are three ways to
s the quality of the reconstructed data in general, all of
h have been widely used in the community.

Statistical Metric. Quite a few statistical metrics have
been used in prior studies [17, 14, 13, 121, 64, 148], in-
cluding structural similarity index measure (SSIM), peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and KS test.

Visualization. Many existing studies [14, 148] conducted
by both compression developers and climate scientists as-
sess the quality of the lossy reconstructed data by visu-
alization of the lossy reconstructed data versus original
uncompressed data.

Feature Analysis. Some works [56] have focused on the
preservation of specific features of climate data (such as
during the lossy compression in particular).

Related State of the Art

n this subsection, we comprehensively discuss the related
s, which mainly include the different lossy compression
ods developed and evaluated for climate simulation datasets.
ultiple works have evaluated the effectiveness or impact

ssy compression methods on climate simulation datasets.
14, Baker et al. [17] published a paper in which they eval-
the compression ratios for multiple lossless compressors
as FPC [24]) and lossy compressors (such as FPZIP [105],
ELA [90], and JPEG2000 [141]), as well as the impact

ssy compressors on climate data analysis. Many statisti-
nalysis metrics were used in that investigation, including
ression ratio, PSNR, normalized root mean squared er-
nd normalized maximum pointwise error. However, much
efficient error-bounded lossy compressors were not yet

loped in 2014, so that work missed many important com-
ors such as SZ [36, 139, 98, 161, 101], ZFP [103], and

t Rounding [34]. Thereafter, a few papers were published
investigated the effectiveness of error-bounded lossy com-
ors on climate data, while focusing mainly on two lossy
ressors—SZ and ZFP. For example, in [121, 64, 14, 13],
limate researchers provided a series of analyses for loss-
ompressed climate model data based on some lossy com-
ors including SZ1.4.13 [139], ZFP0.5.3 [103], and FPZIP
]. However, these compressors are now relatively outdated
use more effective lossy compression algorithms were de-

thereafter. For example, the latest version of SZ has been
aded to 3.1, which adopts a different data prediction method
e SZ compression pipeline, so that the compression qual-
nd results are substantially different [161]. Recently, Un-
ood et al. [148] performed a comprehensive investigation
e compression quality on climate datasets for 11 state-of-
rt error-bounded lossy compressors including MGARDx
], SZ3 [101], ZFP 0.5.5 [103], and TTHRESH [18]. This

included many important metrics, such as the KS test and

SSIM [16]. The authors concluded that either SZ3 or ZFP has
the best compression ratios/qualities in most cases.

In addition to the specific analysis of the effectiveness of
lossy compressors for climate datasets, climate data have also
been widely used as classic scientific datasets for the design and
evaluation of new error-bounded lossy compressors. CESM
datasets, for example, have often been used to evaluate SZ-
series compressors (from the early version 1.4 [139] to 2.1 [98],
3.1 [161], QoZ [106], and FAZ [107], as well as GPU data com-
pressors [144, 143]) during the development of SZ or perfor-
mance optimization.

2.4. XIOS and OpenIFS

The use case used by the Barcelona Supercomputing Cen-
ter to test SZ involved XIOS and OpenIFS. OpenIFS is an at-
mospheric general circulation model developed and maintained
by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF). It is derived from the Integrated Forecasting Sys-
tem (IFS) [19, 40], which is the operational global meteorologi-
cal forecasting model and data assimilation system of ECMWF.
OpenIFS is used as the atmospheric component of the new EC-
Earth4 model.

One of the main bottlenecks of OpenIFS was the old se-
quential I/O scheme used, where all 2D and 3D fields were
gathered by the master Message Passing Interface (MPI) pro-
cess, and the data was then sequentially written onto the stor-
age system. The approach did not scale at high resolutions. To
overcome this issue, XIOS was integrated into OpenIFS [155].
The XML Input/Output Server (XIOS) [84, 66, 109] is an asyn-
chronous MPI parallel I/O server used by Earth system models
to avoid I/O contention. It focuses on very high scalability with
support for high-resolution output. XIOS is developed by the
Institute Pierre Simon Laplace. Figure 1 shows the integration
between OpenIFS and XIOS. The OpenIFS processes execute
the XIOS clients that asynchronously send data to the XIOS
servers. These servers are run on independent nodes and are in
charge of writing the data into the storage system.

Figure 1: Diagram of the OpenIFS-XIOS integration

Since XIOS uses netCDF4 as the output data format, it is
possible to enable lossless compression via HDF5. It uses gzip,

3
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his default compression filter cannot offer high compres-
ratios and can take a considerable amount of time. Keeping
ompression times is important to avoid increasing the exe-
n time of the model, which would considerably impact the
utational efficiency. Also crucial is the high compression
e data without affecting the accuracy needed to perform
cientific studies. This capability will become even more
rtant in the upcoming years when new exascale machines

allow us to run the models at an unprecedented level of res-
on that will output a huge amount of data. To explore lossy
ression tools, therefore, we integrated SZ into XIOS and
ated the results.

XIOS-SZ Integration

he first step was to study how to use SZ from XIOS to
mize the code changes. SZ is registered as a third-party fil-
f HDF5 [50], so it can be easily enabled from the netCDF4

e developed the HDF5 filter for the SZ compressor (namely,
SZ filter) based on the HDF5 filtering mechanism [48].

design architecture is illustrated in Figure 2. As shown in
gure, the H5Z SZ filter comprises three key components—
_SZ_Init, H5Z_sz_set_local, and H5Z_filter_sz. They are
arge of the initialization (such as memory allocation), HDF5
at analysis and SZ parameter configuration, and execution
e SZ compressor, respectively. The datasets stored in the
nal HDF5 file would be extracted one by one and passed to
Z filter for compression processing. After that, another
5 formatted file with compressed data stored instead is
rated, while the original hierarchical structure of the HDF5
s not changed at all.

dataset1

 HDF5 file 
, climate.h5)

dataset2

dataset3

……

H5Z SZ Filter

H5Z_SZ_Init

H5Z_sz_set_local

H5Z_filter_sz

Compressed 
dataset1

Compressed HDF5 file 
(e.g., climate.sz.h5)

……

Compressed 
dataset2

Compressed 
dataset3

SZ Par Config

SZ Compressor

HDF5 format 
analysis and SZ 
parameter config

HDF5 format file Binary data stored in HDF5 file

HDF5 meta data Key modules in H5Z SZ filter

Compressed HDF5 file Compressed data stored in HDF5 

Figure 2: Design architecture of the H5Z SZ filter

igure 3 shows the usage of the H5Z SZ filter in XIOS:
XIOS creates a new netCDF4 file, the netCDF4 library

nally uses HDF5 to structure the different datasets. This
re allows us to use the SZ compressor as a third-party li-
. In addition, the H5Z SZ filter allows us to define inde-
ent compression parameters per field. This is an important
re because in climate modeling the needed accuracy be-
n fields can widely vary. For example, the precision bits
tal precipitation are different concerning vorticityas com-
to that of vorticity.

he XIOS code was also refactored to make use of the H5Z
lter and support independent compression parameters. In

Figure 3: Usage of the H5Z SZ filter in XIOS through the netCDF4 library

XIOS, the output configuration is set up through XML files,
which now are also used to specify different compression pa-
rameters, as shown in the following listing.

Listing 1: Example of an XML definition for independent compression param-
eters

< f i l e i d ="x " c o m p r e s s i o n _ t y p e=" l o s s y "
er ror_bound_mode=" abs " e r r o r _ b o u n d ="0.001" >

< f i e l d f i e l d _ r e f =" t " e r ro r_bound_mode=" r e l "
e r r o r _ b o u n d = " 0 . 1 " / >

< f i e l d f i e l d _ r e f ="q " e r r o r _ b o u n d ="0 .00001" / >
< f i e l d f i e l d _ r e f =" cc " c o m p r e s s i o n _ t y p e=" l o s s l e s s "

c o m p r e s s i o n _ l e v e l ="4" / >
</ f i l e >

On the other hand, XIOS was also adapted to perform com-
pression in parallel, for both gzip and SZ. This feature is par-
ticularly relevant because compression in parallel mode was not
available in HDF5 until version 1.10.2 when support was added.
It is an interesting feature because for large netCDF files the
increase in time due to serialization is high. This can be mini-
mized by enabling compression because it is therefore cheaper
in time to write smaller netCDF files. Figure 14 illustrates the
two types of writing and compressing files in XIOS through
HDF5. XIOS has two different writing modes as illustrated in
Figure 4: The pool of servers (a) can be independently used to
write the data (multiple file mode), where each server writes an
independent netCDF file with a subset of the data; or they (b)
can jointly and synchronously write the data (one file mode),
where all servers write a single netCDF file containing all the
data. XIOS originally could only use compression with the
multiple file mode because it is an inherited feature of HDF5.
However, from version 1.10.2, HDF5 started to support parallel
compression, although it might not be well-tuned yet. Taking
advantage of this, XIOS was also adapted to enable compres-
sion in the one file mode, for both gzip and SZ. This feature is
important to try to mitigate one of the main performance issues
of XIOS in using the one-file mode. This mode requires syn-
chronization among all the servers to correctly write into the
same file. As a consequence, this serialization implies a degra-
dation that gets worse for large volumes of data. If data is com-
pressed before writing in this mode, the size reduction might
considerably help in mitigating the performance degradation.

2.6. Performance Evaluation

The SZ compressor in XIOS was evaluated on MareNos-
trum4, the supercomputer of the BSC. Its computing nodes con-
sist of two sockets of an Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 CPU with 24

4
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4: Diagram (a): partial compression where each I/O server compresses
tCDF file; diagram (b): the new compression in parallel where all I/O
s write into a single compressed netCDF fileDiagram (a): multiple file
where each I/O server writes its netCDF file; diagram (b): one file mode
all I/O servers write into a single netCDF file

each for a total of 48 cores per node and 96 GB of main
ory distributed with 12x 8 GB 2667 MHz DIMM. The tests
0 MPI processes for OpenIFS, six OpenMP threads in each
task, and two XIOS I/O servers in an exclusive node. For
valuation, the tests included a simulation of a ten-day fore-
running a Tco511L91 configuration, which corresponds to
rizontal resolution of 23 km and with a time step of 900
nds. We extracted 10+ datasets (climate fields) from the
ate data files (.nc) and evaluated the compression ratios of
rent error-bounded lossy compressors (including SZ, SZx,
ZFP) with the same error bounds as well as Gzip lossless
ressor. Since the datasets are all in unstructured format,

an only treat them as 1D arrays.
e first assess the quality of the reconstructed data gener-

by the error-bounded lossy compression against the origi-
ncompressed raw data to ensure the appropriateness of the
-bound setting we are using. Figure 5 demonstrates the
lization of the two 3D fields, temperature, and relative hu-

ty, at the pressure level of 1000 hPa, based on the raw data
ossy compressed data (using SZ with relative error bound
001). The figure demonstrates a fairly high visual qual-
f the decompressed data under the relative error bound of
1. Thus, we use the same setting in the following test for

lossy compressors on the climate datasets.
e evaluate the compression ratios for different lossy com-

ors on the climate datasets. As shown in Figure 6, SZ ex-
s the highest compression ratio from among all compres-
in our evaluation. In absolute terms, SZ’s compression
is about 1.5-20× and 2-10× as high as that of the lossy
ressor ZFP and SZx, respectively.
igure 7 further shows different tests comparing gzip against
different scenarios: no compression and compressing 19

elds combined with one and multiple file modes, which
sponds to the two modes illustrated in Figure 4. For these

Figure 5: Comparison between Uncompressed raw and SZ reconstructed data
(error bound = 0.001) using temperature and relative humidity fields at 1000
hPa
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Figure 6: Comparison of compression ratios among different lossy compressors
with the same relative error bound of 0.001

tests a compression level of 5 was used for gzip and a rela-
tive error bound of 0.001 for SZ. Figure 7 shows different tests
comparing no compression and SZ compression of 19 3D fields
combined with one and multiple file modes of XIOS, which
corresponds to the two modes illustrated before in Figure 4.
For these tests, a relative error bound of 0.001 was used for SZ.

In Figure 7 we can observe that the compression ratio of SZ
is much higher than that of gzip and that SZ takes less time as
well: SZ can offer a compression ratio of 20.5 whereas gzip’s
ratio is only 1.94. The overhead of enabling the SZ compres-
sion for the multiple file mode is negligible, but in gzip there
is an extra cost of 142%. This becomes even worse with the
one-file mode because the serialization due to the needed syn-
chronization of multiple I/O servers is very high when writing
large volumes of data. This hugely impacts gzip but not SZ at
the same level: while SZ has an overhead of 71.1%, gzip needs
up to 520.3% more time.In Figure 7 we can observe that the
compression ratio of SZ is high (around 20.5) for both one and
multiple file modes of XIOS. However, whereas the execution
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7: Comparison of the execution time and the output size between gzip
Z using both normal and parallel I/OExecution time and output size using
mpression and the SZ compressor in XIOS for both one and multiple file
s

does not increase for the multiple file mode, there is con-
able performance degradation for the one file mode. This
reliminary study, so we plan to further analyze the source

is degradation in the future. It might be related to the new
lel compression feature added in HDF5. It might also be
ed by the performance issue of the one file mode for large
DF files described in Section 2.5. However, it is possi-
o improve this performance degradation by adding more
S servers to make use of more computational resources,
therefore, speeding up the processing of events, compres-

and netCDF encoding. For instance, instead of using 2
S servers as illustrated in Figure 7, with 6 XIOS servers the
ution time is reduced from 5561 to 4696 seconds.
t is also important to note that the compression ratio be-
n the one and multiple file modes is slightly different. This
ated to the metadata of the netCDF files. In the multiple file
e metadata is replicated among the different partial netCDF
whereas in the one file mode metadata is outputted once,

e single netCDF file generated.

Conclusions and Future Work

e have presented an overview of the integration of the SZ
ressor in XIOS, which involved developing the H5Z SZ
as a third-party filter of HDF5 and refactoring the XIOS
e code to make use of SZ as well as defining independent
ression parameters per field. This last point is crucial to

uce enough accurate data to not invalidate scientific results.
he performance evaluation of SZ is positive compared with
efault lossless compression of XIOS offered by gzip. The
ompressor is faster, and it achieves much higher compres-
ratios, which are even more outstanding when using the
file mode of XIOS.The performance evaluation of SZ is
ive when using the multiple-file mode of XIOS because
erformance remains the same and it achieves a high com-
ion ratio. In addition, the one file mode can be improved
adding extra XIOS servers to make use of more computa-

l resources. However, the performance numbers presented

in this paper might vary because we used the same compression
parameters for all the fields, so in an experiment using scientif-
ically validated compression parameters these can be different.

An important need in the future is to determine with climate
scientists the different acceptable error ranges per field to set the
compression parameters accordingly. In addition, further work
is needed on the parallel compression offered by the one-file
mode of XIOS. In that sense, of interest is the testing of the
latest versions of HDF5 to see the impact of the performance
improvements introduced in the experimental version 1.13.1.

3. Compression for Instrument Data

In this subsection, we delve into our collaborative research
efforts between RIKEN and Argonne National Laboratory on
data compression techniques for large experimental scientific
instruments such as particle colliders, distributed radio tele-
scopes, and synchrotron radiation facilities. These instruments
are pivotal in deepening our understanding of the universe, lead-
ing to significant advancements in fields such as semiconduc-
tors, medicine, and materials, to highlight just a few areas of
impact. To facilitate scientific discoveries, capturing more in-
tricate details both spatially and temporally is essential, which
consequently leads to an exponential surge in the volume of
data generated. Figure 8 depicts a typical data pipeline config-
uration of scientific instruments and consists of two distinctive
edge computing stages: upstream and downstream. With the
ever-increasing volume of data generated by those instruments,
transmitting raw data downstream for analysis becomes exceed-
ingly challenging, cost-ineffective, or impossible if the data rate
surpasses the capabilities of the network hardware that bridges
between stages. Our goal is to understand the nature of data at
each stage and investigate optimal compression techniques.

Synchrotron radiation facilities play a crucial role in study-
ing the structures of various materials, from physical to bio-
logical domains. These facilities use intense X-rays to capture
structural changes over time, providing insights into phenom-
ena such as protein function. As these facilities enhance their
capabilities with improved X-ray sources and advanced X-ray
imaging detectors, they will produce even more data. For in-
stance, the SPring-8 facility will upgrade its beamlines with
the upcoming CITIUS generation detector. In 2025, SPring-
8 beamlines are expected to generate a massive 1.3 exabytes
of raw data annually. Likewise, with the completion of the
upgrades at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National
Laboratory and the Linac Coherent Light Source at SLAC Na-
tional Accelerator Center in the United States, these facilities
are expected to generate 1 TB/s.

3.1. Research Problem Formulation

First, the necessity for data compression or reduction inside
or near the data source has become paramount in order to trans-
fer data efficiently into downstream edge computing. Com-
pressing data directly within the detector ASICs is one of the
potential solutions. However, the challenge lies in developing
efficient hardware compressor algorithms and devising a design
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ofFigure 8: A data pipeline configuration of scientific instruments

gy for hardware compressor algorithms that not only meet
rmance and resource requirements but also minimize de-
ment costs.
undreds to thousands of terabytes of instrument data are

essed, archived, visualized, and analyzed each year at light
es[150, 93]. At this volume, data instrument data presents
ficant data compression of instrument data presents a sig-
ant challenge due to the complexity and volume of data in-
edoperational challenges to move and store. Compression
s a potential solution, but lossless compression is insuffi-
ly effective to use as the primary means of compression
h leads to the consideration of lossy compression. How-
with lossy compression, it becomes critical to preserve

cientific integrity of the images which itself is complicated
e complexity and acquisition rate of the data. This data

ists of observations of complex materials at short intervals
significant noise. Compression methods which are capable
parating the true data from the noise is critical in order to
ve high compression ratios while preserving the scientific
nt of the images while meeting operational constraints.
rovide details on how each compression approach tackles
ifferently in Section 3.3 Without preserving the scientific
rity of the images, lossy compression techniques will not
opted.
nother significant issue is the variability of instrument data,

h differ in their structure or data type due to the differ-
inds of experiments performed at light sources. Serial
allography, tomography, ptychography, X-ray photon cor-
ion spectroscopy, and coherent surface scattering imaging
sent just a fraction of the kinds of methodologies used at
sources, and each produces vastly different structures of
Compounding the challenges raised by the various exper-
tal methodologies are the different types of detectors with
rent features including gain-switching sensitivity, various
re rates, and different output precision, leading to myriad
structures that need to be compressed. Therefore, one-
fits-all compression solutions are not appropriate.
dditionally, the continuous generation of real-time instru-
data introduces the need for real-time compression and

mpression processes, further complicating the task. Detec-
have limited storage capacity as they capture images con-
usly. If the data is not read off the detector quickly, it will
erwritten by the next frame, resulting in uncontrolled data

that will inhibit the capture of scientific phenomena. Thus,
ression pipelines located at the edge need to operate in

time, placing constraints on the bandwidth of the compres-

sor.
In order to address these challenges effectively, domain-

specific knowledge and innovative adaptations of compression
techniques are required to ensure that instrument data remains
accessible and valuable for scientific and industrial purposes.

Why It Is Important. Data from light sources informs our un-
derstanding of the world around us. Domains as far spread as
agriculture, biology, neuroscience, electrochemistry, materials
science, and microelectronics leverage this data so that we can
better understand the structure and properties and can design
better solutions to problems all around us. Improvements in
detector technology give us greater resolution allowing us to
study progressively smaller phenomena, a larger field of view
allowing us to study larger samples, and a higher rate allowing
us to study increasingly ephemeral phenomena. However, these
capabilities further increase the volume of data required.

To understand why compression for instruments is impor-
tant, one must understand the consequences of either not using
compression at all or using only lossless compression. Storing
nearly 1 TB/s continuously would exhaust all of the available
storage at Argonne in less than 3 days and all of the storage at
Riken in less than 2 days, rendering each system at these sites
ineffective for most tasks since they require at least some stor-
age. Lossless compression is of limited effectiveness because
of the high entropy of light source data, giving a compression
ratio of less than 2, which grants only a brief reprieve from
the deluge of data by extending our available capacity to just
under a week. However, lossy compression systems such as
ROIBIN-SZ can achieve much higher compression ratios—up
to 196x—extending the time available to process data from a
week to nearly a year by allowing collected data to be stored
in a compressed form prior to processing drastically decreasing
the rate at which storage capacity is consumed, allowing time to
sort through the data that is collected and to transfer only impor-
tant data to off-site/archival storage, leaving storage capacity for
other usages of the machines and reducing costs [150]. There-
fore, lossy compression is an essential part of any sustainable
storage system for processing data from light sources.

For lossy compression to be a complete solution, however,
we need to establish the integrity of the results, the capability
to meet bandwidth requirements, and the suitability for a wide
variety of experiments.

Potential Impact. Efficiently managing data in large-scale fa-
cilities such as synchrotron radiation centers is essential to keep
storage costs in check and streamline data transfer operations.
Advanced data compression techniques and predictive models
can significantly reduce the volume of data needing storage
and transmission. Beyond cost reductions from reduced hard-
ware requirements, reducing the volume of data also facilitates
real-time analysis by providing more margin to complete tasks
within deadlines with available resources. These concrete im-
provements underscore the transformative impact of these meth-
ods on the way data is handled and leveraged in the pursuit of
scientific knowledge.
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Related State of the Art

n this segment, we deliver an overview of the previous state
e art that is highly relevant to our work in the context of
e and video compression.
ecently, researchers have expressed increasing interest in
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neu-

etworks for data compression. Some of these methods
on the established HEVC (H.265) standard and target spe-

modules, such as intraprediction [31], [46], [94], interpre-
on [33], [164], quantization [8], entropy encoding [122],
oop filtering [74]. These efforts have generally led to im-
ements over the HEVC codec, ranging from 0.5 percent to
cent in terms of compression efficiency.
umerous studies have delved into lossy compression tech-

es exploring a range of video standards such as JPEG, MPEG-
.264), and HEVC (H.265). Other endeavors have involved
neural networks operating independently of the HEVC

ework. For example, Chen et al. [28] introduced Deep-
r, which achieved results on a par with the x264 decoder,
ixel motion (PixelMotionCNN) extension and hybrid pre-

on [28], which demonstrated comparable performance to
.264 codec [133]. Some scientists have investigated the
ation of long short-term memory (LSTM) networks to learn

representations, while others have combined CNN and
M [108] to predict future frames. Although these approaches
imed at improving existing video compression methods,
predominantly belong to the realm of lossy compression.
bly, their bitrate savings over the x264 encoder have gener-
averaged below 10%. Lossy compression techniques such

and ZFP primarily concentrated on enhancing the com-
ion of data by adhering to an error margin. SZ [36], for ex-
e, represents an error-bound lossy compression approach
red for actual data compression, ZFP [100] stands as a spe-
ed library for high-throughput compression of floating-

t arrays. while ZFP [103] is primarily a specialized library
igh-throughput compression of floating-point arrays.
EZip offers cutting-edge solutions that can transform the

ument data. TEZip [127] is addressing vast instrument
ets. PredNet is an example of a deep convolutional recur-
neural network used for this purpose. This innovative ap-
ch to temporal relationships within instrument image data
s robust support for integer, floating-point value prediction
tasets. This advancement represents a significant step in
tate of the art for data compression, enabling more effec-
andling of complex, time-varying image data.
hen considering compression for light sources specifically,

erent line of compressors has been considered. Prior to
IN-SZ and TEZip, there were two primary state-of-the-art

oaches: general-purpose error-bounded lossy compressors
as SZ and non-hit rejection. Hadiean-Jazi et al. [62] con-
ed the use of so-called non-hit rejection techniques. Non-
jection observes that some frames contain no detected re-

s of interest. This occurs in serial crystallography because
e injecting microcrystals before the detector, it is possible
no crystals are in the field of view of the detector. When
a frame is detected, the storage of the frame can be re-

jected, reducing the storage and bandwidth needs of the com-
pression. On datasets that we study, this can reduce the volume
of data by between 3.22× and 5.81×.

Two decades earlier, in 1998, Ferrer et al. [47] studied com-
pression schemes derived from wavelet transforms (the basis
of the modern-day SPERR [95] compressor) and cosine trans-
forms (used by JPEG-style compression algorithms and similar
to what is done in ZFP). Since that work, compression designs
now support error bounds on the error introduced by compres-
sion, which allows for greater confidence in the reconstructed
data.

More recently, Leonarski et al. [93] studied the use of SZ.
This work found that while large compression ratios are possi-
ble, they can be affected substantially by small local intensity
fluctuations when using large error bounds, thus limiting the
effective compression ratios that can be used in practice with
general-purpose error-bounded lossy compressors.

3.3. Overview of Methods Developed in the JLESC
Researchers at RIKEN and Argonne have developed three

distinct methods within the JLESC, sharing progress and find-
ings to improve compression for instruments. StreamPressor
[157] is a stream compressor hardware generator written in the
Chisel hardware construction langauge [12] for evaluating var-
ious designs of streaming hardware compressor that has com-
binations of predefined hardware compressor primitives as well
as user-defined primitives, which allows researchers to evalu-
ate efficient hardware compressor algorithms for future com-
puting architecture and detector systems. Riken’s compres-
sor TEZip[127] (time evolutionary zip) uses a deep convolu-
tional recurrent neural network to exploit the similarity between
consecutive images in instrument data in order to achieve ex-
tremely high compression ratios at high speeds separating sig-
nal (differences between frames) from noise (similarities be-
tween frames). Argonne’s compressor ROIBIN-SZ[150] in-
stead relies upon more traditional computing approaches but
leverages domain-specific knowledge from serial crystallogra-
phy to separate the noisy background from features of inter-
est while achieving high compression ratios at extremely high
speeds while preserving scientific quality. Together these ap-
proaches serve distinct roles in the data life cycle at light sources
ROIBIN-SZ is better suited for extremely high-rate applications
early in the life cycle when the data is collected, and TEZip is
better suited for extremely high compression applications for
archival purposes later in the life cycle.

Streaming Hardware Compressor Generator:. Research and de
velopment of on-chip hardware compressors for detector applica
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) is a mid to long-term invest-
ment, similar to any other custom chip development. Due to the
strict timing and resource constraints in detectors, hardware im-
plementation of general-purpose compression algorithms, such
as LZ77, is not feasible. Hardware compressors need to process
data without relying on a large buffer, ideally with all process-
ing occurring in a data-flow manner, eliminating the need for
any buffer. Additionally, the unique characteristics of instru-
ment data, such as sparsity and unusual data precision, may not
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ell with general-purpose compressor algorithms. However,
specific attributes present an opportunity for developing

ly effective and simple custom hardware compression al-
hms. Previously (outside of the JLESC context), RIKEN,
nne National Laboratory, and other institutes have pro-
d custom hardware compression algorithms for scientific
ument data and numerical computation and evaluated their
cteristics [63, 134, 135, 147]. In the context of our JLESC
borative project, we have recently initiated a new research
development activity on hardware compressor generator
eworks in 2023. This activity focuses on hardware com-
or generator frameworks, aiming to support future scien-
detector co-design efforts. We have introduced Stream-
or [156], a generator framework for designing, verifying,
stimating resources in streaming hardware compressor ar-
ctures. This framework is intended to assist compressor
lopers in exploring different compressor architectures with
rent compressor building blocks, evaluating their charac-
ics (latency, throughput, gate counts), and generating RTL
for integrating them into custom accelerator designs. Our

vation is to bridge the gap between software and hardware
rts through this proposed framework as a co-design tool,
aging open-source hardware design tools.

y Compression for Instrument Data by ROIBIN-SZ:. In or-
o understand ROIBIN-SZ, it is helpful to understand the
ral serial crystallography analysis workflow. First, a peak
r is used to identify so-called Bragg spots/peaks that rep-
t the positions of electrons during the imaging process of
l crystallography. Second, since the peak-finding process
ome false negatives and false positives, indexing is used
timate the unit cell parameters of the crystalline structure
the positions of the Bragg peaks and the background of

mages. Third, the indexed unit cells are merged into a
iffraction volume. Fourth, phase retrieval is performed on
erged volume to reconstruct the electron density, which is
studied to understand the structure and proprieties of the
rial.
he background for serial crystallography data can be noisy
ifficult to compress to acceptable levels without very large
bounds. However, without preserving the data around the

g peaks carefully, the large error bounds needed to pro-
acceptable compression levels can cause the indexing and
ing processes to fail, leading to failures in the later stages
e process. Given the importance of the peaks to recovering
nit cell and ultimately the electron density, one might guess
only the peaks can be stored. However, without preserving
st some of the background, we may inadvertently destroy
of the false negative peaks, thus limiting our ability to in-

merge, and perform phase retrieval. By using knowledge
ak location determined by the peak finder we can assign er-
lerances to the regions of interest and to the background,
ver, we can enable higher levels of compression.
typical error-bounded lossy compressor will face chal-

s in compressing the background data. The reason is that
ackground is very noisy and appears to be uncorrelated.

e error-bounded lossy compressors such as SZ and ZFP are

Figure 9: ROBIN-SZ overview diagram [150]

designed to exploit spatial correlations in the data, the lack of
correlation results in poor performance. To increase the corre-
lation, we apply a 2x2 binning process to the background. This
smooths the data and improves its compressibility while reduc-
ing the volume of the data by a factor of 4 on its own. Because
we store the regions of interest separately and losslessly prior to
binning, we maintain high resolution signal around key features
which are critical to the scientific analysis while using lower
resolution around regions of non-interest containing noise. As
we will demonstrate in section 3.5, this preserves the scientific
integrity of the data with very high compression ratios.

Figure 9 presents an overview of ROIBIN-SZ, the meta-
compressor we designed that combines lossless compression
of key regions of interest with binning, followed by aggressive
binning and then error-bounded lossy compression of the re-
maining background data [150]. The combination of these two
approaches allows high levels of compression at the extremely
high line rates of modern and future beamlines. Together the
pipeline is implemented as a hierarchical parallel code using
the LibPressio and SZ3 libraries, where each of the tasks can
be parallelized, and potentially in the future accelerated on the
GPU, while giving us maximal flexibility to experiment with
different compression pipelines. As an added benefit of our de-
sign, we can use the OptZConfig framework to autotune the
runtime performance of ROIBIN-SZ and set the number of ex-
ecution threads to use for each level of parallelism.

Lossy Compression for Instrument Data by TEZip:. Time Evo-
lutionary Zip (TEZip) is a specialized tool designed for han-
dling the compression of instrument data. In this context, it is
investigated in the domain of lossy compression. TEZip’s lossy
compression methodology encompasses several key steps. To
initiate, TEZip employs the recurrent neural network PredNet
for training. PredNet’s primary function is to predict expected
image frames based on accessible frames. Subsequently, TEZip
originates the disparities between these expected (predicted)
frames and the real frames, generating d-(delta) frame that ex-
hibits a higher inherent compressibility.

During the compression phase, we use the trained model
to predict forthcoming frames. In this context,“Bi" represents

9
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Figure 10: Workflow of TEZip

th original frame from the time evolutionary data, which
s as a reference before compression, while“Pi" stands for
redicted frame corresponding to “Bi" (2). Subsequently,
alculate the discrepancies between “Bi" and "Pi," resulting
e creation of “Di," which signifies the d-(delta) frame (3).
hen apply a series of encoding techniques developed within
ramework, culminating in “Ci," which denotes the final
ressed frame of “Bi" (4). We note that the first frame,

" lacks a previous frame for prediction, so we retain it in
iginal form (5).

Performance Evalaluations
p Performance Evaluation. The TEZip performance eval-
n includes several types of instrument data, such as KITTI
XPCS [73], XCT2K/4K [73], Victoria [60], and Malaga

In figure 10 compares with compression ratio perfor-
e TEZip and other compressors. Additionally, the initial
ation of TEZip is based on the training root measure mean

red error (RMSE), discussed in Section 3. Table 1 lists
E values of the tested datasets.

Dataset RMSE
kitti-1 [51] 0.265
kitti-2 [51] 0.436
xpcs [73] 0.141
xct2k [73] 0.055
malaga [22] 0.308
victoria [60] 0.301
Eumet-19 [3] 0.196

1: RMSE as a % of the value range of prediction mechanism in TEZip
ifferent datasets trained on the KITTI-1 dataset

n our study, we evaluated TEZip predictive model qual-
y segmenting the dataset into distinct subsets for training
testing. This approach subsequently evaluates prediction
els for each training set across all testing datasets. Utiliz-
he test datasets, we calculated the root mean square error

E =
√

1
n
∑n

i=0 (xi − pi)2, that measures the average error
een the predicted values and validation set on a per-pixel
. We can further interpret this by dividing the RMSE by
alue range (vr) and presenting the outcome as a percentage,
is, RMS Erel = RMS E/vr. The original dataset has a value
e range of [0,255]. Tabel-1 shows the RMS Erel percentage

for the model trained on the kitti-1 dataset. The results high-
lighted an error rate of less than 0.5 percent across all datasets
which shows the prediction method reduces errors For addi-
tional information and results, refer to our previous work[122].
We’ll also compare the quality of TEZip with another top com-
pressor, they’re tested at the same compression ratio, in Section
3.5. First, we evaluate the quality of the underlying prediction
model used by TEZip as follows. First, we divide each of the
various datasets into training and test subsets. We then train
prediction models for each training set and evaluate it on the
test sets from all datasets. With the test set and the prediction
models, we can compute the Root Mean Square Error on the

test set as follows RMS E =
√

1
n
∑n

i=0 (xi − pi)2. The RMSE
measures the average error in the predictor vs the validation set
per pixel. We can contextualize this further by dividing RMSE
by the value range (vr) and expressing the result as a percent,
i.e., RMS Erel = RMS E/vr. The original dataset has a value in
the range of [0,255]. Table 1 presents the RMS Erel percentages
for a model trained on the kitti-1 dataset. These results demon-
strate less than 0.5% error across all datasets which underscores
the effectiveness of the prediction method in minimizing pre-
diction errors. For more details and results please see our prior
work[122]. We will consider the comparative quality between
TEZip and another leading compressor at the same compression
ratio between compressors later in Section 3.5.

ROBIN-SZ Performance Evaluation. ROIBN-SZ utilizes mul-
tiple levels of parallelism to scale to the line rate of data pro-
duced by serial crystallography. Generally, ROIBIN-SZ scales
linearly with the number of nodes each processing different sub-
sets of the detector panels used in an experiment. Since its de-
velopment, ROIBIN-SZ has been tested at line rate speeds as
part of the Exascale Computing Project, and is now used as
part of the data reduction pipeline for serial crystallography at
SLAC. For more details please see our prior work[150]

3.5. Lossy Compression Quality Performance

In the lossy compression approach, TEZip adapts to differ-
ent error bounds (α). During experiments, we systematically
adjusted α based on a method elaborated later in this section
to cater to different datasets. To assess the performance of our
lossy TEZip scheme, we conducted comparisons with estab-
lished lossy compression methods such as SZ and zfp. Based
on our time evaluation, we found that the compression time for
lossy TEZip is higher. Also, when it comes to decompression,
SZ significantly outperforms TEZip in terms of speed.

TEZip Image Quality Comparison. We applied the multiscale
structure similarity index measure (MS-SSIM) to compare the
image quality of decompressed frames between TEZip and ZFP,
considering the maximum error bounds.The MS-SSIM index
evaluates structural similarity at various scales between the im-
age and the reference image. TEZip and zfp in term of the
image quality of the decompressed frames for the same maxi-
mum point-wise relative error bounds. MS-SSIM index is cal-
culated by combining the MS-SSIM between different versions

10
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11: Compression ratios compared with baseline approach

Dataset TEZip zfp
kitti-1 [51] 0.9726 0.9553
kitti-2 [51] 0.9669 0.9582
xpcs [73] 0.9988 0.9786
xct4k [73] 0.9692 0.9537

malaga [22] 0.9813 0.9639
victoria [60] 0.9948 0.9840

Table 2: Comparison of TEZip and zfp image quality using MS-SSIM at the same
compression ratio

e image and reference image. We measure the MS-SSIM
for each frame and then calculate the mean across all

es. Table 2 demonstrates that TEZip consistently brings
ty images while enhancing compression. We have com-

compression ratios with other compressors for different
bounds. TEZip compression ratio is the highest for all

ets at an absolute error bound of 1e-06 and 1e-05. For
information please see our recent work [137].

IN-SZ Reconstruction Performance. Careful attention must
id to the tuning of compression pipelines to ensure that the
ron density can be reconstructed accurately. We describe
rocess for tuning these parameters in our work [150] In

re 12 we show the results of a reconstruction on a sample of
tavidin. In Figure 13 we show the results of a reconstruc-
after compression and decompression using ROIBIN-SZ.
an be seen by visual inspection 2 of the two images, the re-
truction quality is high, presenting nearly identical recon-
tions indicating that the scientific integrity of the data is
rved—this while reducing the volume of the data 46.44×
p to 154.18× when combined with non-hit rejection.

Future Work

ur research has been focused on developing compression
iques and frameworks for both upstream and downstream
computing. Within the JLESC initiative, we have initi-

three significant projects: StreamPressor, ROIBIN-SZ, and
ip.
treamPressor continues to focus on research for a frame-
that evaluates hardware-level compressor algorithms. Cur-

y, we assess the behavior of digitally generated circuits for

n astute reader may notice that this is not particularly precise to use vi-
spection and it would argue that it is better to use image quality metrics
s PSNR, SSIM, or L∞ norm, or to present a difference plot. However,

is some amount of natural variation in the reconstructed image derived
both the individual scientist’s discretion regarding how to parameterize
construction and the particular versions of software packages used which
sult in small translations or distortions in the reconstruction. Therefore,
is acceptable in the reconstruction would be unduly penalized by these
res because they favor pixel-for-pixel reproducibility over semantic sim-
. There are more quantifiable measures from earlier stages of the analysis
we present in [150], but we omit them here for space.

Figure 12: Original Streptavidin electron density reconstruction [150]

compressors using cycle-accurate software simulators. In fu-
ture work, we plan to include FPGA-specific optimizations in
the framework, aiming to create additional computational pos-
sibilities in the upstream edge stage. Additionally, we are ex-
ploring potential synergies with downstream compressors, such
as ROIBIN-SZ and TEZip.

We’re upgrading TEZip to predict future data more accu-
rately. Our focus is on understanding what happens next in in-
strument data. It will make instrument data smaller and faster.
By fine-tuning how TEZip predicts, we can manage changes in
data more efficiently.

For ROIBIN-SZ we are investigating the performance trade-
offs when porting to the GPU and the appropriateness of differ-
ent types of masking types to different kinds of datasets from
beamlines. Adopting GPUs may allow us to reduce the amount
of hardware required to compress the data.

We are improving TEZip to be more user-friendly by in-
tegrating it with LibPressio. This is important because many
compressors, such as SZ, ZFP, MGARD, and TTHRESH, are
written in a computer language called C/C++. By linking TEZip
with LibPressio, we’re making them work smoothly together.
This means TEZip can use compressors like SZ through Lib-
Pressio, and other compressors can use TEZip. This enhance-
ment makes TEZip more helpful and adaptable for various com-
pression needs, bringing different compression technologies to-

11
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13: ROIBIN-SZ Streptavidin electron density reconstruction. 46.44×
r than the original, and 154.18× when combined with non-hit rejection

r to handle data more effectively.
ore broadly, more work is needed to expand the consid-

ons of these kinds of techniques across different kinds of
lines and experimental methodologies and detector types
produce different structures of data. We encourage the

unity to consider the compression approaches developed
r work.

ompression for Numerical Methods

he work described in this section was initiated as part of
llaboration between ANL and Inria in the context of the
C initiative [6] and then extended in [7]. It involves many
borators who are not co-authors of the present survey but
deserve to be acknowledged; namely, Olivier Coulaud,
ina Innacito, Xin Liang, Gilles Marait, and Nick Schenkels.
ompression is ubiquitous in scientific computing in gen-

and numerical linear algebra in particular. One of the most
known methods for compression in this latter field is trun-
singular value decomposition (TSVD). TSVD allows for
ressing matrices in some optimum sense. However, there

ewer techniques for compressing vectors. An old but cur-
y intensively studied method is to design numerical algo-
s able to use mixed-precision arithmetic. These methods
been recently reviewed in [69, 5]. Still, data are stored in

y that sticks to the hardware processing capacity, typically
e form of 64-, 32-, and 16-bit words.
he idea of variable-accuracy storage is instead to rely on

mpressor such as SZ to compress vectors independently
hardware constraints and apply it to the solution of large
e linear systems. In [6] we investigated how to exploit
to compress the non-orthogonal basis of flexible GMRES

RES) [128] while maintaining a result in high accuracy.
other study [7] we investigated how to compress the (or-

onal) basis of GMRES [129] to reach a prescribed accuracy
cally lower than the machine precision).
n the first study [6], we examined the FGMRES algorithm,
h requires the storage of a basis for the Krylov subspace

and for the search space spanned by the solutions of the pre-
conditioning systems. We showed that the vectors spanning
this search space Z can be compressed by looking at the combi-
nation of FGMRES and compression in the context of inexact
Krylov subspace methods. This allowed us to derive a bound on
the normwise relative compression error in each iteration. We
used this bound to formulate several different practical com-
pression strategies and validate and compare them through nu-
merical experiments.

Figure 14: Total compression ratio of the search space Z for various compres-
sion strategies; each bar per strategy corresponds to a different matrix (see [6]
for details). Horizontal reference lines are added at ρ = 2 and 4 corresponding
to ideal (no extra iteration needed) 32- and 16-bit uniform storage, respectively.

In the second study [7], we investigated the backward sta-
bility of two backward-stable implementations of the GMRES
method, namely, the so-called modified Gram–Schmidt (MGS)
and the Householder variants. When the data representation
of vectors introduces componentwise perturbations, we showed
that the existing backward stability analyses of MGS-GMRES [1
and Householder-GMRES [151, 39] still apply. We illustrated
this backward stability property in a practical context where the
agnostic SZ lossy compressor is employed and enables the re-
duction of the memory requirement to store the orthonormal
Arnoldi basis or the Householder reflectors. We also consid-
ered the normwise relative perturbations of the vector storage
from an experimental perspective, showing numerically that the
backward stability is maintained; that is, the attainable norm-
wise backward error is of the same order as the normwise per-
turbations induced by the data storage. We illustrated it with
numerical experiments in two practical contexts. The first one
corresponds to the use of the SZ-agnostic compressor where
vector compression is controlled normwise. The second one
arises in the solution of tensor linear systems, where low-rank
tensor approximations based on the tensor-train approach [118]
are considered to tackle the curse of dimensionality.

We refer to the respective reports [6, 7] for further details.

5. Fast Data compression for shared memory mixed preci-
sion algorithms

On virtually all modern hardware architectures, the perfor-
mance of sparse linear algebra is limited by the memory band-
width. In consequence, to accelerate the algorithms, it is not
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rtant to accelerate the arithmetic operations (e.g., by us-
ow precision), but to accelerate the memory access, e.g.,
ducing the data volume. Reducing the data volume can
come at the cost of additional in-register operations as pro-
rs are increasingly over-provisioned for FLOP/s. The ap-

ch we investigate for shared memory architectures is there-
based on the idea of decoupling the arithmetic precision
the memory precision and using in-register data compres-
The algorithms we derive from this concept employ IEEE
le precision for the arithmetic operations and then com-
the double-precision data in registers to reduce pressure

e main memory bandwidth. Different concepts can be used
ompression. Either IEEE standard low-precision formats,
as single or half-precision, or arbitrary storage formats,
ding compression schemes.
n example of an algorithm using the idea of data compres-
is the Compressed Basis GMRES (CB-GMRES) solver
nted in [9]. GMRES is a Krylov solver that creates and ex-
s an orthogonal basis of Krylov vectors that span a Krylov
pace. The CB-GMRES method, which we review in detail
e next section, compresses the basis vectors to reduce the
ory access volume.

CB-GMRES

B-GMRES is based on classical Gram-Schmidt with re-
gonalization. Similar to [7], it compresses the basis vec-
o decrease the data access volume in the orthogonalization
but CB-GMRES focuses on accelerating the algorithm’s

ution time. The compression is handled with the memory
ssor introduced in [59], which is a lightweight software in-
ce that allows us to quickly select a suitable memory format
out touching the algorithm. In [9] we presented numerical
riments using two separate approaches: (1) Using IEEE
ats half-, single- and double-precision as the storage for-
and (2) Using a fixed-point format based on 32- and 16-bit
ers that store the significand for each element with an ad-
nal scalar for each vector. Both of them are lossy compres-
techniques that compress each vector element individually.
sing IEEE formats as compression formats is easy to im-
ent. We can simply leverage the existing cast functions
ansform between the arithmetic double-precision and the
en storage format. Since these operations are supported
ardware, the in-register conversion routine does not in-
e the runtime. This is similar to other mixed-precision al-
hms with the difference that all arithmetic operations hap-
n double-precision.
lso, the fixed-point format is a lossy compression format.
ersion is significantly more complicated. Initially, the max-

value for each vector has to be determined. The fixed-
t format is a lossy compression format as well. However,
onversion is significantly more complicated. Initially, the
mum value for each vector has to be determined. Then,
ctor values are stored as integers by uniformly scaling be-

n zero and the identified maximum value. This requires
additional double-precision value per vector that needs to
ad for every value.

The experimental evaluation in [9] demonstrates that using
single-precision as the storage format gives the best trade-off
between convergence and runtime performance. The analysis
is based on 49 test matrices and time-to-convergence analysis
for both unpreconditioned and preconditioned GMRES. The
experimental results show that convergence is very similar to
double precision while providing an average speedup of 1.4.
Using half-precision as the basis storage format allows for even
faster GMRES iterations but impacts convergence, requiring ei-
ther more iterations or not converging at all.

The 32-bit fixed-point format has similar convergence char-
acteristics to single- and double-precision, but the conversion
introduces a small overhead, making it inferior to single-precisio
storage overall. The 16-bit fixed-point basis storage is not com-
petitive with the other strategies.

5.2. Evaluating CB-GMRES with compression using LibPressio
As the next step, we want to test the feasibility of using

more sophisticated compression algorithms for the basis com-
pression. We use LibPressio [149] to get access to many dif-
ferent compressors and initially only simulate the compression.
For that, we compress the Krylov vectors in each iteration, fol-
lowed by an immediate decompression. This simulates the in-
formation loss induced by the compression scheme without writ-
ing a time-consuming high-performance implementation first.
At the same time, this experimental setup is only a first step, as
it does not allow for evaluation of the runtime benefits. The ex-
periment aims to identify compression strategies that success-
fully preserve the information in the Krylov basis vectors. Once
compression strategies have been identified to be suitable suit-
able compression strategies have been identified, they can be
integrated into the accessor for production runs. We use the
following lossy compressors with various settings: Bit groom-
ing [159], digit-rounding [34], SZ3 [101] with absolute error
bounds, and zfp [103] with absolute error bounds.
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Figure 15: Residual norm plot for different precisions and the zfp and SZ3
compressions for the Transport matrix. The iteration count was fixed to 5000
for this experiment; the average number of bits per value is shown as the suffix
of the legend the absolute error bound magnitude of zfp and SZ3 is shown as
the suffix of the legend.

We run all mentioned compression strategies with all ma-
trices in the original paper [9]. Both bit grooming and digit-
rounding fail for some of the test cases, so we exclude them
from further analysis.

Figure 15 shows the residual norm plots exemplary for the
Transport matrix with the zfp and SZ3 compressors and the
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per value

Final relative
residual norm

t16 - 16 8.2 · 10−12

t32 - 32 2.0 · 10−13

t64 - 64 4.8 · 10−13

_06 10−6 12 7.8 · 10−11

_07 10−7 17 3.9 · 10−11

_08 10−8 41 1.3 · 10−12

_06 10−6 16 4.2 · 10−8

_10 10−10 28 4.2 · 10−12

ble 3: Compression details for the benchmark run shown in Figure 15

on IEEE floating-point precisions from the original pa-
9]. Table 3 details the most important metrics of this bench-

run. For this experiment, we always run 5,000 itera-
of CB-GMRES. Single- and double-precision display al-
the same convergence behavior, while half-precision is

orders of magnitude convergence delay, which is a com-
occurrence. From the shown SZ3 and zfp convergence,
sz3_41 sz3_08 (which needs 41 bits per value on aver-
and zfp_28 zfp_10 (which needs 28 bits per value on av-
) show convergence behavior similar to double-precision,
oth of them use roughly the same memory footprint as
e-precision storage. When looking at all the results, none
r settings consistently beat the single-precision storage for-
For some matrices, the absolute error bound of 10−8 with
results in an average of 24 bits per value and is enough to
ve the same convergence behavior as double-precision, but
ame settings yield 60 bits per value for other scenarios re-
ng tuning for each matrix for the variable bitrate versions
Z3 and zfp used here. While these particular algorithms
rm poorly with respect to concerning the residual norm
rmance per bitrate, the fact that very low bitrates can per-
comparability to double precision suggests that a more
mized scheme may be possible for higher residual norm
rmance with lower bitrates. Additionally, for fast perfor-
e on hardware, decompression needs to be possible in reg-
or shared memory on the GPU and need fine-grained ac-

to individual blocks of values. Neither the variable bitrate
es of zfp nor SZ3 allow for this kind of access as the decod-
tep requires space to decompress on account of the encod-
tages3. An algorithm that addresses these concerns would
to be fixed-rate and use a very limited number of both in-
tions and memory to meet the performance demands com-

to floating point truncation methods.
s part of our investigation, we also analyzed the correla-

of the values of the Krylov vectors. After the first iteration,
rrelation could be identified in the mantissa’s of the float-
oint values, which explains the low compression rates for
and zfp4. Compressors such as SZ3 and zfp decorrelate

hile zfp does offer a fixed rate mode, it presents other challenges for this
f data we will address in the next paragraph.
e do observe correlated patterns in the initial values of the Krylov vec-
ut this is attributable to the initialization performed by the solver. After

eration, the patterns we observe in the initial values disappear.

data using techniques such as prediction or a near orthogonal
transform, respectively. On spatially correlated data, the decor-
relation stage of these compressors increases the sharpness and
decreases the spread of the distribution of input values by recog-
nizing the predictable nature of the data as a function of nearby
points allowing the values to be encoded more efficiently. How-
ever, when these techniques are applied to random data, they at
best have no effect, and at worst introduce overhead to store the
metadata used to undo the decorrelation steps (such as predic-
tion type indexes in SZ). This likely is the cause of the poor
residual norm performance per bit of storage. Algorithms that
respond to this concern would need to be designed not to exploit
correlations in the mantissa bits.

5.3. Future work

Future work will focus on analyzing the Krylov basis vec-
tors in more detail to derive suitable compression schemes that
can operate at very high bandwidths. As the compression hap-
pens in processor registers, the chunk size used in the compres-
sion needs to be small. At the same time, information loss can
be reduced when compressing larger chunks. Additionally, the
decompression must be lightweight in order to reach the mem-
ory bandwidth. SZ3 and zfp are too complex to achieve that, so
we need a more simplistic strategy that might operate on small
data blocks. We will investigate how to draw a balance to pre-
serve information while achieving high performance.

6. Compression for AI

6.1. Introduction

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have rapidly evolved into
the state-of-the-art technique for various artificial intelligence
tasks across multiple science and technology domains, includ-
ing image and vision recognition [132], recommendation sys-
tems [152], and natural language processing [29]. DNNs con-
tain millions of parameters in an unparalleled representation,
efficiently modeling complex nonlinearities. Numerous works
[88, 136, 68] have suggested that using either deeper or wider
DNNs is an effective way to improve analysis quality. Many
recent DNNs have become significantly deeper and/or wider
[153, 76].

The continually expanding size of DNN models generates
a significant volume of intermediate data throughout the train-
ing process. This expansion results in a substantial increase
in model size, which poses challenges for synchronization and
inference. Similar to the challenges faced in scientific appli-
cations, the widening performance gap between computation
and memory/storage systems presents data-related obstacles in
deep learning. These challenges can be viewed primarily from
three perspectives: (1) frequent large model/gradient synchro-
nization against limited bandwidth; (2) extremely large inter-
mediate data against limited GPU memory during training; and
(3) effective handling of sizable input data for the model within
the constraints of limited memory and bandwidth.
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DNN Model Compression

s pointed out by Wang et al. [153], the deep learning com-
ity acknowledges that increasing the scales of DNNs can
ove the inference accuracy of image recognition tasks. For
ple, a 9-layer AlexNet, proposed by Krizhevsky et al. [88],
the 2012 ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Chal-
(ILSVRC) [91] with a top-5 accuracy of 83%. In the 2014
RC, a 22-layer GoogLeNet [136] proposed by Szegedy et

urther improved the top-5 accuracy record to 93.3%. In
015 ILSVRC, He et al. [68] proposed a 152-layer ResNet,
h set a new record of 96.43%. More recently, models such
PT-3 [49] have exceeded 100 billion parameters, offering
ndbreaking capabilities beyond those of conventional neu-
etworks. This trend suggests that networks will continue to

larger. Moreover, we note that during training, a model’s
ient typically shares a size equivalence with the model it-
Consequently, the substantial model size presents commu-
ion challenges when exchanging gradients during training
difficulties in deploying these models on platforms with
ed resources. Researchers at JLESC have proposed ad-
ed lossy compression techniques for models aimed primar-
t facilitating deployment on resource-limited platforms.
pecifically, Jin et al. [76] proposed DeepSZ, a lossy com-
ion framework for DNNs. DeepSZ adapts the SZ lossy
ression framework [36, 139, 98] to the context of DNN
ression. This work enhances the efficiency of deploy-
NN models on end devices with constrained bandwidth.

tionally, it also enables the storage of a larger number of
els on each device, thereby significantly broadening their
y and application scope. In this adaptation, SZ achieves a

higher compression ratio for the compression of nonzero
hts compared with other state-of-the-art compressors such
P [103], especially due to its efficient linear-scaling quan-
on, in contrast to the simple vector quantization applied to
riginal weights in other related work [57, 65]. The gen-
workflow of the DeepSZ framework is presented in Fig-
6. As illustrated, DeepSZ consists of four key steps: net-
pruning, error-bound assessment, optimization of error-

d configuration, and generation of the compressed model.
first step involves adopting network pruning to reduce net-
complexity and mitigate the overfitting problem caused by

ge number of parameters. The second step applies error-
ded lossy compression to the pruned layers and assesses
mpacts of different error bounds on the inference accuracy
ach layer. Based on the degradation of inference accu-
DeepSZ identifies a feasible range of error bounds for each
, collecting results on inference accuracy degradation and
ressed layer size based on these bounds. This step effec-
narrows the range of optimal error bounds for each layer.

third step determines the best-fit error bound for each layer
d on the narrowed feasible range from the second step,
ressing the network as much as possible while meeting
ser-set inference accuracy requirement. The fourth step
rates the compressed network based on the optimized error
ds and the best-fit lossless compressor.

6.3. Activation Data Compression

Training deep and wide neural networks has become in-
creasingly challenging. While many state-of-the-art deep learn-
ing frameworks, such as TensorFlow [4] and PyTorch [120], can
provide high training throughput by leveraging massive paral-
lelism on general-purpose accelerators such as GPUs, one of the
most common bottlenecks remains the high memory consump-
tion during the training process. This issue is particularly acute
considering the limited on-chip memory available on modern
DNN accelerators. The primary cause is the ever-increasing
size of the activation data computed during the training process.

Training a neural network involves numerous training epoch
to update and learn the model weights. Each iteration includes
forward and backward propagation. The intermediate activation
data (the output from each neuron) generated by every layer is
commonly kept in memory until backpropagation reaches that
layer again. Several works [27, 53, 126, 30, 43] have high-
lighted the large gap between the time when activation data is
generated in forward propagation and the time when it is reused
in backpropagation, especially when training very deep models.

To address these challenges, researchers at JLESC propose
a memory-efficient deep neural network training framework [82]
named COMET (for Compression Optimized Memory-Efficient
Training), which compresses activation data using adaptive error
bounded lossy compression. The key insights explored in this
work include (i) the impact of compression errors in the activa-
tion data on the gradients and the entire CNN training process
under strict error-controlling lossy compression can be theoret-
ically and experimentally analyzed, and (ii) validation accuracy
can be well maintained based on adaptive, fine-grained control
over error-bounded lossy compression (i.e., compression error).
This is the first work to investigate the impact of lossy compres-
sion error during CNN training and to leverage this analysis
to significantly reduce memory consumption for training large
CNNs while maintaining high validation accuracy.

An overview of COMET is shown in Figure 17. COMET
iteratively repeats the process shown in the figure for each con-
volutional layer in every iteration. COMET mainly includes
four phases, as shown in the figure from left to right: (1) param-
eter collection of current training status for adaptive compres-
sion, (2) gradient assessment to determine the maximum ac-
ceptable gradient error, (3) estimation of compression configu-
ration (e.g., absolute error bound), and (4) compression/decom-
pression of activation data with a modified cuSZ, the CUDA
implementation of SZ (detailed in §7.3). Additionally, this re-
search includes an analysis of the error-bound control scheme
for lossy compression of activation data.

6.4. Input Data Compression for Inference

Another significant bottleneck in deploying DNNs for real-
world applications is managing the extensive data collected from
the source. In scenarios such as pedestrian detection, the DNN
is typically hosted on cloud-based services, with end devices
responsible only for collecting and sending data to the host for
inference. A key challenge in such setups is the frequently re-
stricted bandwidth of these end devices. Researchers at JLESC
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Figure 16: Overview of the DeepSZ framework for neural network compression.

Figure 17: Overview of our proposed memory-efficient CNN training framework COMET.

introduced frameworks designed to dynamically adjust the
compression configuration for the data [124]. This adap-

approach aims to maintain high detection accuracy across
erse range of environmental conditions.
ahman et al. [124] proposed a dynamic error-bounded lossy
ression strategy to mitigate the bandwidth requirements

al-time vision-based pedestrian safety applications. This
introduced a dynamic feedback control system that ad-

the compression level dynamically to maintain the same
tion accuracy as a system communicating raw lossless video
The approach involves using a video compression unit in-
d on a roadside video monitoring camera. This unit com-
es the raw video stream using a predetermined tolerance
, based on the peak signal-to-noise ratio that is dynami-
adjusted in response to varying conditions, such as rain
arkness.
ollowing compression, the wirelessly transmitted compressed

streams are processed by the roadside edge computing
structure, which includes three main components: (1) a
ction of calibrated pedestrian detection models tailored for
se environmental conditions, (2) an active pedestrian de-
n model designed to process video images, and (3) an en-
mental condition detection model tasked with identifying
revailing environmental conditions depicted in the video.

Performance

n memory compression experiments, results based on the
d neural networks show that DeepSZ [76] can achieve com-
ion ratios of up to 116×, outperforming the second-best

oach by up to 1.43×. Our experiments with four Nvidia
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Figure 18: Normalized encoding time with different solutions on GPUs.
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Each sub-figure shows the comparison with a given model, including LeNet-
5, AlexNet, and VGG-16.
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4: Inference accuracy of DeepSZ compressed LeNet-5, AlexNet, and
16

Neural Network Top-1
Accuracy

Top-5
Accuracy

layer’
Size

Compress
Ratio

t-300-100 original 98.35% - 1056 KB
t-300-100 DeepSZ 98.31% - 19.1 KB 55.8×

LeNet-5 original 99.13% - 1620 KB
LeNet-5 DeepSZ 99.16% - 28.3 KB 57.3 ×
AlexNet original 57.41% 80.40% 234.5 MB
AlexNet DeepSZ 57.28% 80.58% 5.15 MB 45.5 ×
VGG-16 original 68.05% 88.34% 494.5 MB
VGG-16 DeepSZ 67.80% 88.20% 4.277 MB 115.6 ×

20: Comparison of validation accuracy between baseline training and
ET (batch size = 256). Lines represent the validation accuracy during
g; dots represent the compression ratio of COMET on the secondary y-

V100 GPUs demonstrate that DeepSZ can obtain a per-
ance improvement in the encoding of 1.8× to 4.0× com-

with the previous state of the art. Moreover, DeepSZ can
ove the decoding performance by 4.5× to 6.2× compared
the second-best solution. DeepSZ also provides high flex-
y to balance the compression ratio and inference accuracy.
able 4 illustrates the compression ratio achieved by DeepSZ
ultiple tested neural networks. Additionally, Figures 18

19 show that DeepSZ has lower encoding and decoding
overheads compared with Deep Compression [65] and Weight-
[125], the two works prior to DeepSZ.
n activation data compression, COMET [82] significantly
ces memory usage by up to 13.5× with little or no loss in

5: Comparison of validation accuracy between baseline training and
ET; comparison of compression ratio between JPEG-ACT and COMET.

l Nets Top-1
Accuracy

Peak
Mem.

Max
Batch

Conv.
Act. Size COMET JPEG-

ACT

b. 57.41% 2.17 GB 512 407 MB
Net c. 57.42% 0.85 GB 2048 30 MB 13.5× -

b. 68.05% 17.29 GB 64 6.91 GB
-16 c. 68.02% 5.04 GB 256 0.62 GB 11.1 × -

b. 67.57% 5.16 GB 256 1.71 GB
t-18 c. 67.43% 1.37 GB 1024 0.16 GB 10.7 × 7.3 ×

b. 75.55% 15.57 GB 128 5.14 GB
t-50 c. 75.51% 4.40 GB 512 0.46 GB 11.0 × 6.0 ×
seline, c.= compressed

accuracy. Compared with the previous state-of-the-art compress
based approach, COMET offers an improvement in memory
reduction of up to 1.8×. By leveraging the saved memory,
COMET can enhance end-to-end training performance (e.g.,
approximately 2× improvement on AlexNet).

Figure 20 illustrates the accuracy curve and the compres-
sion ratio for AlexNet and ResNet-50. We observe that these
two curves are very close to each other, indicating that COMET
does not noticeably affect the validation accuracy. In the early
stages of training, the compression ratio can be slightly unsta-
ble due to the relatively large changes in the model itself. We
note that the compression ratio will change slightly when the
learning rate changes since the learning rate is significant only
when updating the gradient to the weights.

Table 5 shows the average compression ratio of COMET
compared with a JPEG-based solution [43], which employs a
hardware-implemented image-based compressor to achieve up
to 7× compression ratios. COMET outperforms this solution
by 1.5× and 1.8× on ResNet-18 and ResNet-50, respectively.

In the context of inference data compression, Table 6 illus-
trates the bandwidth reduction rates achieved by the framework
introduced by Rahman et al. [124]. The data in the table demon-
strates that, across various conditions, this framework consis-
tently delivers high compression ratios for videos, effectively
mitigating communication bottlenecks.

6.6. Future Work

Our upcoming research of compression for AI focuses mainl
on three directions: (1) reduce the model/gradient size to en-
hance communication performance during training, (2) further
reduce memory consumption during training through the com-
pression of activation data, and (3) reduce the cost of loading
training data and/or checkpoints to boost overall training per-
formance. s Specifically, in (1), our plans involve introducing
multiple frameworks to enhance communication efficiency in
various scenarios. First, we target the compression of commu-
nication data for deep learning recommendation model training,
a process that typically employs a hybrid training infrastructure
encompassing data parallelism, model parallelism, and pipelin-
ing. We aim to propose an adaptive framework to compress
both gradient and tensor data, thereby mitigating communica-
tion overhead. Second, we plan to establish a comprehensive
compression workflow to enhance the performance of all-to-all
communication, a widely employed operation in machine learn-
ing. Third, we intend to develop a framework tailored for reduc-
ing gradients in K-FAC training to significantly improve train-
ing performance. We plan on a compression scheme to control
the distribution of compression errors in this task, thereby ef-
fectively limiting accuracy degradation for K-FAC training.

In terms of activation data compression, in (2) we noticed
distinct advantages from two techniques: recomputing and data
migration, apart from lossy compression for reducing memory
consumption. Our goal is to create a hybrid framework that
combines all three techniques to improve training performance.
Additionally, we plan to explore lossy compression for activa-
tion data of a wide range of layers to identify which types of
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Table 6: Maximum compression ratio achieved for different weather conditions.

s can be efficiently compressed without significant accu-
degradation.
n (3), we aim to implement compression techniques for
training data and checkpoint data. We observed that in nu-
us AI applications for scientific purposes, the input data
surpasses the scale of traditional AI image processing.
result, a substantial portion of the model’s training time

ocated to loading the extensive input data. Offering frame-
s that efficiently reduce the size of input data without com-
ising convergence speed and accuracy can effectively re-
the expenses associated with transferring large input data.

ptimizing Compression on the GPU

Introduction

ecent advancements in scientific computing, notably marked
e transition to exascale (over 1e18 FLOPS) computing [1],
se data challenges in two ways: the sheer volume of data
the rapid rate of data generation. Data compression has
asingly been researched to meet these challenges. No-
, a lossy compressor designed for scientific data reduction
ld fulfill three primary design goals: high-fidelity preser-
n in accordance with specific domain science constraints,
h compression ratio, and robust processing capability. On
ther hand, GPUs have demonstrated significantly higher
processing capabilities than CPUs have in modern hetero-
ous computing systems, making them well suited to ad-
data generation issues by conducting in situ reduction.
Z is a state-of-the-art error-bounded lossy compression frame-
for scientific data, meeting the requirements of high-fidelity
rvation and a high compression ratio. However, as shown
ior work [36, 139], SZ suffers from (1) low single-core
ression and decompression speeds at hundreds of megabytes
econd and (2) limited multicore performance. Therefore,
ting a data-parallel programming model and leveraging GPUs
be an attractive solution to keep pace with the high data
uction rate. Today, GPUs contribute significantly to com-
capabilities thanks to a mature ecosystem; their high pro-
mability, as opposed to other heterogeneous hardware plat-
s such as FPGAs [144], enables easier parallelization.
arallelizing SZ requires addressing two main issues. First,
p-carried data dependency exists among the loop iterations

of SZ’s prediction and error quantization step—not until itera-
tion i is finished can iteration (i + 1) start. This tight data de-
pendency incurs extraordinarily costly synchronization to en-
sure correctness.5 Second, during Huffman coding, a variable-
length encoding step in the SZ algorithm, the uneven data ac-
cess pattern for grouped threads hurts performance by breaking
the rigid SIMD parallel pattern (known as warp divergence).

The challenge centers on unleashing GPUs’ potential by
identifying parallelisms in the existing SZ algorithm and bal-
ancing the three primary design goals—achieving a high com-
pression ratio, high throughput, and high data quality. There-
fore, over the past five years, JLESC researchers have proposed
a series of works to address the low-throughput issue and ex-
pand the usability of SZ compression. A summary of the pro-
posed GPU-based compressors is given in Table 6.

Work Generality Speed Quality Comp. Ratio

cuSZ(+) general-purpose baseline baseline high

FZ-GPU general-purpose high baseline balanced medium

cuSZp special (1D only) high (end-
to-end) baseline medium

cuSZ-I special (3D only) medium highest highest

Table 7: Comparison of cuSZ, FZ-GPU, cuSZp, and cuSZ-I.

7.2. The State of the Art

Given the surge in GPU-based HPC systems and their ap-
plications, there has been a proliferation of GPU-based com-
pression methods for scientific data. Notable examples include
cuZFP [32], MGARD [55], and nvCOMP’s Bitcomp [115]. The
GPU-based compressors offer significantly higher compression
throughputs compared with CPU-based compressors.

cuZFP, employing a transformation-based approach, allows
users to specify their desired bitrate, representing the average
number of bits per value after compression. In contrast, Bit-
comp (a quantization-based compressor) and MGARD (a multig
based compressor) enable users to set the maximum permissi-
ble error. Notably, cuZFP in fixed-rate mode consistently deliv-

5Preliminary results show 30 to 40 GB/s for the major kernel on V100,
which is approximately 1/20 of memory copy speed.
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uperior compression throughput, while MGARD in error-
ded mode tends to achieve a higher compression ratio. Al-
gh the principles underlying nvCOMP’s Bitcomp remain
sclosed because of its closed-source nature, our evaluations
ate that it employs prediction processes and consistently
s a relatively high compression ratio while maintaining
endable compression throughput.

owever, these GPU-based lossy compressors face certain
enges that warrant resolution. For instance, cuZFP exclu-
y supports the fixed-rate mode, restricting its applicability
enarios necessitating strict control over the error bound in
structed data compared with the original data. MGARD’s
version, on the other hand, necessitates CPU involvement

e compression process, resulting in performance bottle-
s attributed to frequent data transfers between the CPU and
. MGARD’s GPU version, on the other hand, integrates the
mposition and Huffman encoding process into the pipeline,
h results in the relatively low throughput (single-digit GB/s)
which is impractical to fit the HPC real-time data pro-

ng requirements. Additionally, nvCOMP’s Bitcomp, being
rietary, lacks transparency in its operation, with NVIDIA’s
ided APIs being overly high-level, thereby limiting its adapt-
ty in practical applications. In light of these limitations, our
tive is to develop a new series of GPU-based compressors
dress these issues comprehensively.

Proposed Design

e now introduce our proposed GPU compressors.

Framework. The cuSZ work The work cuSZ [145] and
+ [143] is the first error-bounded lossy compressor on GPUs,
ting the SZ framework for scientific data. The work fea-
a practical framework on GPUs to achieve high through-

The basic framework contains the fully parallelized Lorenzo-
d prediction-quantization and coarse-grain multi-byte symbol-
erating Huffman encoding, with a further lossless encod-
The lossless encoding can be dropped for the subsequent
throughput. The key novelty of cuSZ/cuSZ+, on top of the
ice on GPUs, is the demonstration that the achieved ca-
ity originates from both algorithm design and the perfor-
e optimization in a hardware-software co-design manner,
h are detailed in cuSZ and cuSZ+ work. The key novelty
SZ/cuSZ+ lies in demonstrating that the achieved capabil-
riginates from both algorithm design and the performance
ization, considering the practical utilization of GPU archi-

re, which is detailed in cuSZ[145] and cuSZ+ [143] work.

PU. The FZ-GPU compressor provides an alternative com-
ion pipeline to broaden its usability based on its data pro-
ng capability. Based on the existing prediction-quantization
enerates the error-quantization code from the original cuSZ

ework, a novel compression pipeline is proposed by incor-
ting GPU-based bitshuffle, a newly designed high-throughput-
ted lossless coding technique. The prediction and bitshuf-

perations result in substantial data sparsity, so FZ-GPU in-
orates a fast-scan GPU kernel. This kernel efficiently skips
blocks containing all-zero values and selectively writes

non-all-zero blocks, aligning well with the compression pipeline
requirements. Compared with cuSZ/cuSZ+, FZ-GPU utilizes a
faster lossless encoder in the pipeline and maintains balanced
compression ratios achieves a gracefully degraded compression
ratio but higher throughput. Consequently, it manages to achieve
a notably higher host-device data transfer rate performance com-
pared with cuSZ/cuSZ+.

cuSZp. cuSZp represents a GPU-based error-bounded lossy com
pression approach engineered to optimize end-to-end through-
put. This method is constructed on a series of lightweight bit-
level operations implemented within GPU registers, comple-
mented by finely tuned global synchronization mechanisms. Thi
concerted strategy culminates in the achievement of remark-
ably swift throughput. The methodology underlying cuSZp
can be briefly outlined through four key steps. (1) Quantiza-
tion and prediction: In cuSZp, the quantization and prediction
stages resemble those of other SZ-based compressors. Quan-
tization introduces the sole lossy element within the compres-
sion pipeline, introducing errors while concurrently enhancing
data redundancy to facilitate greater compressibility. The pre-
diction stage serves to decorrelate input data based on dimen-
sional patterns. (2) Fixed-length encoding: This step entails
preserving a fixed-length bit representation, further augmenting
compression ratios. (3) Global synchronization: In GPU-based
lossy compression methodologies global synchronization is es-
sential. In cuSZp, this process leverages a high-performance
prefix sum technique for local offset calculations and a global
lock mechanism for global offset computations. (4) Block bit-
shuffle: cuSZp harnesses the bitshuffle technique to introduce
additional redundancy at the bit level, thereby enhancing the
compressibility of processed data.

cuSZ-I. Based on the cuSZframework and CPU QoZ[106], cuS
I is using cubic spline interpolation in place of the generic Loren
prediction to achieve a higher compression ratio and improve
the data reconstruction quality. Also, with more accurate pre-
diction before the lossless encoding stage, the error-quantization
codes are much more condensed so that higher data compress-
ibility can be better utilized in the lossless encoding stage. With
the original Huffman encoding, the proposed cubic spline in-
terpolation shows its advantage in the compression ratio, even
with the data-representation-restricted Huffman encoding.6 In
addition, by appending another stage of lossless encoding, cuSZ
I can steadily achieve an even higher compression ratio, outper-
forming any other known GPU-based compressors. This work
profiled the best-performing lossless encoding—in this case,
the proprietary Bitcomp from NVIDIA’s nvCOMP collection.
Another dictionary-like lossless encoding can also leverage the
found compressibility. We note that in the data-movement use
scenario, cuSZ-I does not provide the best-in-class processing
speed because of its significantly higher compression ratio; how-
ever, it shows a notable advantage in the equivalent data-transfer
rate. Also, based on its improved data quality, rate-distortion or
transfer-rate distortion profiling demonstrates that cuSZ-I could

6Huffman encoding needs at least 1 bit to represent each quantization code.
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e preferable solution based on the knowledge of data in
ific scientific applications.

Performance

n our evaluation, we use the representative scientific dataset
monstrate the capability of the above-mentioned GPU-

d compressors, namely JHTDB, Miranda, NYX, QMC-
, RTM, and S3D (detailed in Table 8). They have been
ly used in prior works [11, 14, 19, 27] and are representa-
n the production-level simulations. Most of them are open
from the Scientific Data Reduction Benchmarks suite [34].
, we employ a set of metrics to assess the performance of
ompression techniques. These metrics encompass the fol-
ng aspects:
. Compression ratio: This metric is a fundamental mea-
widely used in compression research. It quantifies the ratio
een the size of the original data and the size of the com-
ed data. Higher compression ratios indicate a more effi-
aggregation of information in comparison with the origi-
ata. We note that in our evaluations, we specifically cal-
e the bitrate, which represents the average number of bits
ired per value after compression. Given that our evalua-
datasets consist of single-precision floating-point data, the
te is computed as 32 (bits) divided by the compression ra-
We utilize this metric to evaluate how each compressor
rms in terms of data quality at a specific bitrate. Figure 22
tively displays the compression ratio as bitrate.
. Distortion: Assessing distortion is essential for evalu-
the quality of data reconstruction in lossy compression.
r work, we primarily utilize the peak signal-to-noise ratio
antify the quality of distortion. Similar to prior research,
onstruct rate-distortion curves to facilitate a fair compari-
mong different compressors and their various compression

es. These curves enable a comparison of distortion quality
uivalent bitrates. The PSNR is depicted in a rate-distortion
as illustrated in Figure 22.
. Compression and decompression throughput: This met-
auges the rate at which a compressor can process data
in a unit of time. It represents a key advantage of utilizing
-based compression over CPU-based alternatives. Figure
resents the result of throughput for both compression and
mpression processes.
hese evaluation metrics collectively provide a comprehen-
assessment of the compression techniques’ performance,
mpassing compression efficiency, data quality, and pro-
ng speed.

What’s Next

flow Optimization. The recently updated cuSZ-I demon-
s that the prediction-quantization step creates compress-

y for subsequent lossless encoding. However, the actual
ction in data size is achieved by our in-house Huffman en-
g and Nvidia’s proprietary Bitcomp. Therefore, the work-
needs to be optimized in the following ways: (1) replace
roprietary component (e.g., with a customized Finite State
py encoder) to benefit the compressor development in an

JHTDB 10 files dim: 512×512×512 total size: 5 GB
Domain: turbulence; the Johns Hopkins Turbulence
Database [97] with direct numerical simulation (DNS)
turbulence data. We extracted 5123 data blocks of pres-
sure field over time steps.

Miranda 7 files dim: 256×384×384 total size: 1 GB
Domain: Large-eddy simulation of multi-component
turbulent flows via a radiation hydrodynamics code
[114].

NYX 6 files dim: 512×512×512 total size: 3.1 GB
Domain: cosmology; cosmological hydrodynamics
simulation based on adaptive mesh [10].

QMCPack 1 files dim: 288×115×69×69 total size: 612 MB
Domain: quantum; an open source ab initio quantum
Monte Carlo package for the electronic structure of
atoms, molecules, and solids [123].

RTM 37 files dim: 449×449×235 total size: 6.5 GB
Domain: seismic wave; reverse time migration for seis-
mic imaging [86].

S3D 11 files dim: 500×500×500 total size: 5.1 GB
Domain: combustion; a simulation dataset of combus-
tion process [? ].

Table 8: Datasets used in GPU compressor evaluations.

end-to-end manner and facilitate deployment; and (2) introduce
a compressibility model to further optimize the efficiency of
lossless encoding, utilizing the same intermediate data from the
prediction-quantization step.

Multiple Backends. In-production and upcoming supercomput-
ers are equipped with GPUs from multiple vendors, posing chal-
lenges in developing and maintaining GPU compressors for them
With the parallel algorithm in data processing developed, we
can adapt compressors, originally based on NVIDIA’s CUDA
programming model, to other backends. This adaptation may
include creating our portability layer or adopting Kokkos.7 Fur-
thermore, the presence of multiple backends implies the need to
study performance models to maximize the usability of the pro-
posed GPU compressors.

8. Scheduling Compressed I/Os

The work [77] described in this section was conducted as
part of a collaboration between ANL and Inria. In addition to
the coauthors of the present survey this work involved Daoce
Wang and Yves Robert.

8.1. Introduction
Scientific applications typically use parallel I/O libraries suc

as the Hierarchical Data Format 5 (HDF5) [142] for reading and
storing their data. HDF5 offers dynamically loaded filters [67],
including lossless and lossy compression [35], which enable the
automatic storage and access of data in compressed formats.

Asynchronous I/O from parallel I/O libraries can help alle-
viate I/O bottlenecks by overlapping I/O operations with com-
putations, enhancing the end-to-end performance of HPC appli-
cations. However, the current implementation of asynchronous

7Kokkos is a C++ performance portability programming ecosystem that ad-
dresses two major concerns regarding multiple backends: parallel execution
description and memory abstraction across heterogeneous hardware.
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Figure 21: Compression and decompression throughputs, with all-kernel combined, for GPU compressors in GB/s on NVIDIA A100.

as certain limitations. It supports either (1) asynchronous
ression and I/O [81] or (2) asynchronous I/O and com-
ion [165]. In the former scenario, the data writing and
utation are still executed sequentially. In the latter sce-
, one would miss the opportunity to utilize lossy com-
ion. Moreover, asynchronous I/O typically occurs in a
ground thread to prevent interference with the main com-
ional thread responsible for running the simulation. Nev-
less, it can still potentially result in performance degrada-
by introducing interference with other background tasks re-
to communication within the simulation, especially with-
roper scheduling [138, 146].
n this section we present a design that enables concurrent
ution of compression, I/O, and computation. As scientific
cations increasingly adopt GPUs [10, 45, 21], it is crucial
sure that the GPUs are utilized continuously with minimal
ruptions. However, the main and background threads ex-
nce periods of idle time while processing computational
. Our goal is to harness these idle periods to perform data
ression and I/O tasks. To ensure that compression and I/O
do not impact overall execution, we carefully schedule
ression tasks during the idle times of the corresponding
utation thread. Avoiding any delays in existing processing
is essential, since such delays would hinder GPU work

potentially result in a slowdown of the entire execution.
framework includes three key components: fine-grained
ression, a compressed data buffer, and a shared tree for

man coding. The fine-grained compression algorithm al-
for independent compression of data blocks, thereby en-

ing task-scheduling efficiency. The compressed data buffer
les the overlapping of compression and I/O tasks. The
d Huffman tree minimizes the overhead associated with
ing the Huffman tree for compressing small data blocks.

Task Scheduling with Lossy Compression

lem formulation. In most scientific simulations, each pro-
is responsible for handling a segment of the entire data

e. We focus on iterative HPC applications. We assume
he execution pattern is highly similar between consecutive

iterations. Therefore, for scheduling one iteration we use the
recorded characteristics of the previous iteration (number, start-
ing and ending times of computation tasks, etc.). We note that
slight variations in the required task lengths and dates between
neighboring iterations may result in some performance degra-
dation, since the proposed task scheduling takes imperfect data
as input. As demonstrated in the evaluation section, however,
these variations do not significantly impact the effectiveness of
the proposed solution.

During each iteration, the HPC application executes a series
of tasks on both the CPU and GPU. Usually, each node operates
multiple processes, with each process assigned to a dedicated
GPU along with a subset of CPU cores. Within each process,
there are multiple threads: one associated with the GPU (for
computation) and others with the CPU cores (for computation,
compression, I/O). Parallel I/O operations are collaboratively
executed by the background thread in each process. Our de-
sign choice aims to prevent any interference with the GPU’s
simulation/computation performance. We ignore the GPU and
concentrate on the computing, compression, and I/O tasks per-
formed on the main thread and on the background thread by the
CPU.

Periodically, either at each iteration or every l iterations for
some fixed value l, the application generates a large amount of
data that needs to be written to the storage system. We apply
lossy compression to such data. A process is responsible for
managing a certain number of data fields, and each of these
fields undergoes our proposed fine-grained compression. Task
scheduling must ensure that compression tasks do not interfere
with computing tasks. In particular, this means that the execu-
tion of each computation task should start and end at the same
times whether we perform lossy compression or not.

Each compression task is followed by a corresponding I/O
task that writes the compressed data to the storage system. We
call a job the pair formed by a compression task and the cor-
responding I/O task. We assume that the I/O operations and
communications of the application all occur on the background
thread. By construction, these tasks are separated from and can-
not interfere with either the computing tasks or the compression
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22: Rate distortion of the proposal GPU compressors, with an extra
ss encoder enabled to show the best possible rate-distortion performance.

. However, there are core tasks associated with computing
re executed on the background thread. Like the computing
, these tasks have known execution intervals that must be
cted when scheduling the I/O tasks.
ll the scheduling constraints can be summarized as fol-

. On the compute thread, the compute tasks are immovable
cles that the compression tasks must avoid. Similarly, on
ackground thread, the core tasks are immovable obstacles
the I/O tasks must avoid. The two threads are interdepen-
since an I/O task cannot start until the corresponding com-
ion task completes. This is the only constraint on the order
mpression and I/O tasks, which can otherwise be sched-
in any order compatible with these dependence constraints.
goal of the task-scheduling algorithm is to find an ordering
ompression tasks and for I/O tasks to minimize the overall
ution time of the current iteration.

lem Analysis. In scheduling theory nomenclature, the prob-
of scheduling the compression and I/O tasks is a flow-
problem with two machines: The first one corresponds

e computation thread and the second to the background
d. Our problem is exactly a flow-shop problem with two
ines with deterministic unavailability intervals on both
ines and with non resumable jobs. The flow-shop problem
two machines, in the absence of unavailability intervals,
timally solved by Johnson’s algorithm [83]. The prob-

lem with non-resumable jobs becomes NP-complete as soon as
there is at least one unavailability interval [92]; it becomes non-
approximable by any constant factor (unless P=NP) as soon
as there are at least two unavailability intervals on one ma-
chine [23].

Adaptation of Johnson’s Algorithm. To schedule tasks, we adap
Johnson’s algorithm, which builds an optimal solution in the ab-
sence of unavailability intervals. This algorithm works as fol-
lows. The jobs are partitioned in two sets M1 and M2 where
jobs inM1 are exactly the jobs whose compression task is not
longer than its I/O task. Jobs inM1 are sorted by non-decreasing
duration of their compression task and jobs in M2 by non-
increasing duration of their I/O task. Then Johnson’s algorithm
executes first all jobs inM1 followed by all jobs inM2, starting
each task as soon as possible. The first adaptation is straight-
forward: we execute tasks in the same order as in Johnson’s
algorithm, starting each one as soon as possible after already
scheduled tasks and while respecting the unavailability inter-
vals. The second adaptation is called backfilling [102], a tech-
nique that takes advantage of intervals of idleness. Then a new
task, rather than being mandatorily scheduled after the com-
pletion of all already scheduled tasks, can be scheduled in an
idleness interval if this does not delay the start of any already
scheduled task.

8.3. Proposed Approach

We now present our framework that deeply integrates lossy
compression with parallel I/O libraries, allowing for the over-
lap of compression and I/O with computation using our task-
scheduling algorithms. Figure 23 shows the overview of our
proposed framework. The goal is to dump the data generated
by one iteration during the next iteration. The runtime design
consists of three main components: fine-grained compression,
compressed data buffer, and shared tree for Huffman coding.

Fine-Grained Compression. The data generated by HPC appli-
cations often consists of multiple data fields. For instance, data
from a Nyx cosmological simulation may include density, tem-
perature, and velocity information. While it may seem intuitive
to compress each data field separately to achieve granularity in
compression tasks for our task-scheduling algorithms, most sci-
entific applications have only a few data fields (e.g., 6∼12 data
fields). This limits the number of compression tasks and I/O
tasks, leading to low task-scheduling efficiency. To address this
challenge, we propose slicing each data field into smaller data
blocks and independently compressing each data block. Fine-
grained compression may introduce two potential issues: (1)
a degradation in compression ratio compared with compress-
ing the data together and (2) a decrease in compression and
I/O throughput. In practice, we use offline profiling to evalu-
ate compression and I/O performance to identify the point at
which compression and I/O throughput start to deteriorate with
small data block sizes. To mitigate the impact on I/O through-
put, we propose the use of a compressed data buffer. Moreover,
to minimize overhead caused by degradation in compression
throughput, we propose the use of a shared Huffman tree.
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23: Overview of our proposed framework. We propose three runtime
s to facilitate task scheduling to handle the data-dumping process from

on n and execute asynchronous compression, I/O operations, and compu-
tasks during iteration n + 1.

pressed Data Buffer. Based on our observations, the size
mpressed data blocks can be relatively small. However,
ng small data blocks can significantly reduce I/O through-
To optimize I/O efficiency, we introduce an additional
ressed data buffer that allows us to initiate I/O tasks as
as possible while maintaining high throughput. The policy
riting the compressed data to the buffer and subsequently
ng the buffer to the storage system is determined after the
scheduling. During the execution phase, once the execu-
orders for compression and I/O tasks are determined, we
placing the compressed data into the buffer when the back-
nd thread is engaged with I/O tasks or core tasks.

man Coding with Shared Tree. During the prediction-based
compression process, one of the crucial steps is Huff-

encoding of the quantization codes after the prediction and
tization steps. When compressing small data blocks with
compression ratios, building the Huffman tree can become
ttleneck for compression throughput. The reason is that
ing the Huffman tree takes nearly constant time regardless
e size of the input data. Additionally, data of similar types

results in similar Huffman trees: the Huffman tree built
the data of one iteration is highly similar to the tree built
the data of the next iteration.
o improve compression throughput for small data blocks,

we propose using shared Huffman trees across different itera-
tions and data blocks on the same process. Prediction-based
lossy compression accommodates outliers, which allow us to
include values that defy coding by this shared Huffman tree.
Building and using a shared Huffman tree for each process based
on the data of the current iteration are impractical, because do-
ing so would require synchronization of all compression tasks
before any I/O task for compressed data could proceed. In-
stead, we build the shared Huffman tree based on the quantiza-
tion code from the previous one or few iterations and utilize it
for the data of the current iteration.

8.4. Performance Evaluation

System configuration. We implement our approach using HDF5
[25] and SZ3 [101]. Experiments are conducted on the Summit
supercomputer [44] at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. We use
16 nodes, each including two IBM POWER9 processors with
42 physical cores and 512 GB DDR4 memory and 64 GPUs.

Studied applications. We consider two I/O-intensive scientific
applications, Nyx [10] and WarpX [45], which have been used
in numerous previous I/O studies. Nyx is an adaptive mesh
hydrodynamics code designed to model astrophysical reacting
flows on HPC systems [11, 10]. Nyx uses MPI for the long-
range force calculation and architecture-specific programming
language for the short-range force algorithms, such as OpenMP
and CUDA. According to prior studies [10, 61, 131], it can
run on tens of thousands of GPUs. WarpX is a highly paral-
lel and highly optimized code that utilizes AMReX [160], runs
on GPUs and multicore CPUs, and features load-balancing ca-
pabilities. WarpX can scale up to the world’s largest super-
computer and was the recipient of the 2022 ACM Gordon Bell
Prize [116].

Compression Configuration. We evaluate our approach using
different scales of Nyx and WarpX applications. In all our eval-
uations, we utilize both GPUs and CPUs. While GPUs serve as
the primary compute unit, CPUs handle compression and I/O
tasks. Based on previous work [78, 80], we use absolute error
bounds of (0.2, 0.4, 1e+3, 2e+5, 2e+5, 2e+5) to compress the
six Nyx data fields (baryon density, dark matter density, temper-
ature, velocity x, velocity y, velocity z), respectively, to achieve
an average PSNR of 78.6 dB, resulting in a compression ratio
of approximately 16×. The problem size of the Nyx applica-
tion used in our evaluation is 4096 × 4096 × 4096 with three
additional fields: particle_vx, particle_vy, and particle_vz. We
compress these additional fields with a compression ratio of 16x
to ensure the post hoc analysis quality. For the WarpX applica-
tion, we compress the data fields with a compression ratio of
273.9×, as suggested by the application developers based on
their post hoc analysis.

Real-System-Based Evaluation. We compare our solution to
the baseline and to the previous solution that uses only asyn-
chronous I/O without compression or task scheduling techniques
We report the overhead per iteration, that is, the total execu-
tion time of an iteration minus the time required to perform
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(a) Nyx (b) WarpX

25: Time overheads (compared with computation time) between the
ne, asynchronous I/O, and our solution across different timesteps.

computations. Figure 24 shows the overall performance
ovement of our solution in comparison with the baseline
previous solutions on the Nyx application. Additionally,
rovide simulation results for reference. We note that the
implementation results in slightly larger overhead com-

with the simulation results. The reason is that the real
ementation encounters more unexpected task interference
to (1) uncertainty of computing application intervals and
accurately predicted compression ratio, compression time,
r I/O time for compressed data. Nonetheless, our solu-

still achieves a significant performance improvement, with
8× and 2.57× improvement over the baseline and previ-
olutions, respectively. Figure 25 presents the performance
r solution across different stages of the application: the
ning, middle, and end. Our solution consistently outper-

s the previous solution across all stages of the application.

Conclusion and Future Work

ossy compression and asynchronous I/O are two efficient
ions for reducing storage overhead and improving I/O per-
ance in large-scale HPC/scientific applications. However,
ing implementations have limitations that hinder the full
ation of lossy compression and can lead to task collisions,
ing the overall application performance. To address these
enges, we proposed an optimization approach for the task-
duling problem involving application computation, com-
ion, and I/O. Experimental results with up to 64 GPUs on

Summit demonstrate that our solution reduces I/O overhead by
up to 3.8× and 2.6× compared with the non-compression and
asynchronous I/O solutions, respectively. Note that although
we focus on parallel write to a single file, our proposed so-
lutions are versatile and equally applicable to writing data to
multiple files, enhancing performance in each scenario. Future
work will need to consider other parallel I/O libraries.

9. Open problems

While the interest in lossy compression of scientific data
started 7 to 8 years ago, the topic is still continuously devel-
oping, with more application domains, technique diversity, use
cases, and users. We are not observing any slowdown in the
growth of scientific data production from instrument facilities
and simulation. On the contrary, the emergence of AI and large
transformer models as new tools to advance science demands
the production of even more data. Training a trillion-parameter
transformer requires tens if not hundreds of trillion tokens. Gen-
erating this volume of data will take time, but it will also require
significant storage space. Unfortunately, the storage, commu-
nication, and computing capabilities are not improving at the
same pace. Scientific data compression will be even more neede
in the future than it is today.

Beyond the need for scientific data compression, users also
demand better lossy compression schemes that are faster, pre-
serving more complex features and reducing the data further.
Improving lossy compression after 7–8 years of dramatic progre
is not trivial, and we summarize below some of the research
topics that we consider important for this domain to continue
its impressive improvement.

Lossy compressibility bound A fundamental driver for the
research of compression has been the definition of compress-
ibility limits expressed by compression bounds. The definition
of Shannon entropy led to the development of a large research
effort that produced optimal coding algorithms (Huffman and
arithmetic coding). Such bounds are necessary to understand
the effectiveness of existing algorithms and to motivate new
research. However, despite years of research in information
theory and improvements in the Shannon rate-distortion the-
ory, there is no defined theoretical bound of lossy compressibil-
ity for scientific data. Establishing methods and techniques to
compute such bounds (considering dataset properties and user
quality constraints) is critical because it gives compressor de-
velopers an idea about the capability of existing compressors
and informs users about the feasibility of using lossy compres-
sion for their use cases. This would serve all use cases of lossy
compression for scientific data.

Compression of communications and memory accesses
For many applications, including numerical simulation and AI
model training, current parallel systems cannot reach high com-
puting efficiency because of communication and memory band-
width bottlenecks, despite decades of efforts in developing al-
gorithms reducing communications and memory accesses. Re-
search in mixed-precision computation has shown that for some
applications the reduction of the numerical representation (e.g.,
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double precision to simple precision or from simple preci-
to half precision) still produces correct results while open-
pportunities to improve performance by reducing the re-
d communication and memory bandwidth. This is the
motivation for the current research on compressing MPI
unications [167, 70] and data between the processors (CPU,

, accelerators) and memory. One of the main critical ap-
tions of this research is accelerating AI training of very
models by compressing all reduce/all-to-all communica-
[166]. Tests have also been performed on a wide range
merical simulations: heat propagation, lattice Boltzmann
lation of airflow and fluid flow, simulation of the two-particle
problem, financial stock option price forecasting model,
eather forecasting models [42].
omomorphic compression In simple terms, a homomor-
is a function that preserves the properties of mathemati-

tructures (group, ring, or vector space) while mapping ele-
s from one structure to another. For example, a ring homo-
hism preserves addition, multiplication, and distributivity.
property is critical in the context of encryption where the
is to perform operations on encrypted data without de-

ting it. Homomorphic compression aims at a similar goal:
able to compute operations (e.g., algebraic) directly on

ompressed data version without decompressing it first. Ho-
orphic compression could reduce dramatically the decom-
ion/compression overhead in the case where many opera-
must be performed on the compressed data, for example, if
erical simulation needs to compute on lossy compressed

because the non-compressed version of the data would not
memory. The community has started working on this non-
l problem [111]. To be useful, this approach requires the

esign of compression scheme(s) with the operations to per-
on compressed data because it must retain all the qualities

ssy compression: achieve desired ratios, speed, and accu-
(feature preservation).
ompression for AI in science An important direction to
nue and potentially accelerate scientific discovery is to in-
artificial intelligence (AI) models in the scientific work-
AI can be used for many use cases including surrogate

els approximating numerical simulations, automatic online
riment steering, protein folding, and self-driving labora-
s, and more generally as a researcher assistant. Current
ts show that larger models, in particular in the large lan-
e model (LLM) case, are more accurate, leading to a dra-
c inflation of the AI model size. The most advanced LLMs
n the order of a trillion parameters. The largest models
o large that their parallel training takes several weeks or
ths on extreme-scale parallel systems. The most advanced
ing techniques combine multiple forms of parallelism in-
ng data, model, and pipeline parallelisms leading to data
cation (data parallelism) and extreme volumes of internode

unications (model and pipeline parallelism). The train-
uration far exceeds the mean time between failure of the
lel systems. In addition, large model training often fails,
ing spikes of inaccuracy and divergence after convergence.
current method to mitigate system and training failures
eckpointing. Checkpoints can be very large, aggregating

model weights [76], gradients, and potentially other elements
such as the activation [79] and learning rate. Lossy compres-
sion can play an important role in accelerating large AI model
training by reducing training set size, communication overhead
[166], and checkpointing time.

Combining lossy compression and encryption Lossy com-
pression and encryption are two forms of data transformations
that are used for different applications. New use cases need both
lossy data compression and encryption. These two techniques
transform the data in fundamentally different ways: lossy com-
pression aims at reducing the data as much as possible, keeping
only the information necessary to produce correct results (from
the user’s perspective), while encryption aims at protecting the
data against attacks, making it extremely difficult to decipher.
Because lossy compression aims at reducing as much as pos-
sible redundancy in the compressed format of the data, it also
makes it more fragile to attacks. Encryption can protect the
data, but it can be slow and reduce the performance benefit of
lossy compression. This situation raises the research question
of how to best combine them for different use cases, consider-
ing the criteria of performance, protection against attack, and
compressed version size. New results in this domain will find
applications in federated learning, the secured storage of sci-
entific data, and data communications in Integrated Research
Infrastructures [113].

10. Conclusion: General observations from eight years of
lossy compression for science.

Lossy compression for scientific data is in rapid expansion
as an increasing number of scientific domains and modi operand
(observation, experimentation, simulation) require reducing data
while preserving the same opportunity for scientific discovery.
From the diversity of the research work in lossy compression
for scientific data done in the joint laboratory of extreme-scale
computing, and discussions with scientific users in Climate,
Fluid Dynamics, Molecular dynamics, Cosmology, Fusion, In-
strument, Numerical methods, and AI, we can highlight the fol-
lowing general observations:

• Scientific researchers are initially reluctant to reduce their
data sets using lossy compressors while they may already
use other methods such as sampling, decimation, res-
olution reduction, dimensionality reduction, and filter-
ing. When resource limitations (storage footprint, mem-
ory occupation, network bandwidth) mandate the use of
data reduction techniques, lossy compression, and in par-
ticular error-bounded lossy compression, becomes a com-
petitive data reduction method often outperforming other
methods regarding the trade-off between reduction speed,
ratio, and preservation of quantities of interest.

• Scientific users trust lossy compression techniques only
if the compression technique provides some guarantees
of scientific integrity preservation. In other words, users
require the same scientific outcomes from non-compresse
and lossy compressed data. Often, formal guarantees of
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scientific information preservation cannot be obtained. In
many cases, only empirical analysis that compares analy-
sis results from decompressed and uncompressed data is
possible.

As more scientific users adopt lossy compression for their
data, we are observing a sharp increase in the applica-
tion of lossy compression to more scientific domains and
more use cases.

A very important part of the methodology in this do-
main is missing: there is currently no method to compute
an upper bound of lossy compressibility for any given
datasets and user-specified distortion (loss) specifications.
This lack should be addressed to provide lossy compres-
sor developers with solid algorithmic objectives and users
with well-informed expectations.

Most scientific users need to preserve their observation/sim-
ulation/experimental data to be able to perform analysis
after data generation. This is important to rerun the anal-
ysis to confirm a result for example. In some cases, new
analyses, not planned or even not known at the time of
generation will be run on the generated data. Lossy com-
pression may not enable such unplanned analysis as the
loss introduced by the compressor at the time of data gen-
eration was defined from the planned analysis.

The paper has shown a panel of successes accomplished
over the last eight years. As discussed in Section 4, the
use of compressors within the core of numerical meth-
ods has also shown tremendous potential. That latter ap-
proach remains to be developed and assessed on addi-
tional algorithms.
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compression for scientific data became an important topic for the scientific communities. The 
teams involved in the JLESC played and are still playing an important role in developing the 
research, techniques, methods, and technologies making lossy compression for scientific data a 
key tool for scientists and engineers. In this paper we present the evolution of lossy 
compression for scientific data from 2015, describing the situation before the JLESC started, the 
evolution of this discipline in the past 8 years (until 2023) through the prism of the JLESC 
collaborations on this topic, and some of the remaining open research questions. 
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